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ABSTRACT
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educational evaluation, focusing on the evaluation of students. The
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Introduction

The following survey report was undertaken to serve as a foun-

dation for further study and more intensive research on the evaluation

of educational system outputs.

It was not intended that this report should provide educational

planners and decision-makers with a resolution of problems. Rather

it is a discussion of the situations from which the question of system

evaluation arises. It is also a brdid examination of the points of

view which have been expressed and of -the means which have been pro-

posed and taken to deal with educational evaluation.

The intent is to turn a page in the story of educational de-

velopment planning by focusing upon the pressing need to know more

about the value of effort's which have been nade and which are contin-

ually in the process of te-consideration for turther decisions. This

report attemOts to ascertain the'potential for further study of the

basic problems of evaluation in education and most specifically of

the quality and nature of the outpUts of school systems.

There is continual popular demand for change and innovation iu

education, as if these were either magic Words in themselves, or as

if they represented processes which can be immediately applied for

instant results. Given the current considerable demand also for more

education and for nore 'relevant' education, it is ever more important

that evaluation be considered as a sine qna non of educational plan-

ning. The introduction of Change in itselfis only a part of planning,

and'the incorporation, or appending, of eValuation processes to eduta-

tional proOedures is therefore a basic requir-euent.

Purpose of the study

The following study will consider the demands for evaluationi-

as they refer toLindividual needs and to national requirements. ,We

will review the motivation for such demands And, the means nowin- use

and those proposed for educational evaluation on a system basis. Re-

levant research and research proposals will be reviewed.
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We will also indicate the national and regional agencies, the

research centres, the international services, and th2 leading indivi-

duzls who have been working on the problems of evaluation of school

systems.

Finally, we will suggest areas for potentially fruitful re-

search on this subject, noting the varieties of the studies which

might be made and the directions which such work could take.

The urgent interest in evaluating the results, or outputs, of

education stems from the basic fact of the costs of educaticn. In

every country, developed or developing, costs for education represent

large, if not major, portions of national budgets. The efforts and

time of increasing numbers of people are represented'both, by the stu-

dent Population and by the teachers and officials who are engaged in

school system service.

"The concept of internal efficiency requires some assumptions

about the objectives or measurable achievements of an educa-

tional system ... Results or objectives are related to the

measurable efforts needed to achieve them: for example, tea-

chers' time, students' time, use of facilities and other re-

sources. These inputs can be measured as expenditures or

costs ... The expenditure or cost bf A certain course of

learning can then be related to the attainment or objective.'

Economically, then, the importance of the education inveStment

is significant, and is so recognized by economists in spite of the

relative difficulty rhey havesin determining linear connexions between

increased investment in education and increased economic development.

1 Friedrich,Edding, "Educational ReSources-and Productivity", in

George Z.F. Bereday, (editor), Essays on World Education: The

Crisis of Supply and Demand, New York: Oxford University,Press,

1969, pp, 22-23.
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However, for national populations education and its presumed

effectiveness promises much. There is the direct ce.:tification of

individuals for useful and well-paying occunations. There is the

direct relationship to social status which is recognized as achieved

by individuals who hold certificates and degrees. There is the over-

all tendency of an educated population to meet the requirements of

riunpower in a developing and changing economic picture. Also, a well-

educated, broadly developing population, well-employed, provides a

national sense of well-being and of constructive forward movement.

A country of people who are receiving new educational opportunity and

who find an open system is seen as striving, developing, and, perhaps,

even succeeding.

Yet in all systems, in all countries, there are evidences of

lack of success. Within this context, questions begin to be raised.

When large investments are made in education, drop-outs and repeaters

must represent a cost. We have the suggestion of Rist thatz

"The success of an educational institution ... should not be

measured by the treatment of the high-achieving students, but

rather by the treatment of those not achieving."1

When certificates and degrees are awarded, each recipient, though a

'winner', must be somewhere on a continuum from the very best level

down'to the merely passing. The question of quality arises, since

soomer or later some use is to be nade of such certificates.and,de-

grees. Whether used in the econOrily, in teacang, or in Continued

education, they presume to indicate the educational and intellectual

achievements of their hOlders.

1 Ray.C, fist, "Student Social Class and Teacher Expectations",

Harvard Educational Review, Vol. 40, No. 3, August 1970; p. 448.
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Further questions arise from parents and teachers as to how

much effort should be made to reduce drop-outs and rflpeaters. Pro-

posals are made for varieties of new or re-discovered procedures in

education; remedial courses, smaller classes, use of audio-visual

(and tele-visual) aids, use of programmed learning devices (books

and machines) and the relaxation of required courses so as to estab-

lish new standards by which individual success in education can be

determined. Current demands for relevance in curricula, for courses

which matter 'here and now', and for new learning modes to go with

the realities of the 'here and now', are raised because there is

general agreement that when students are motivated by the curriculum

and by the methods of instruction they will succeed in reaching their

educational goals.

The formal versus the 'informal' system

The dP.:Telopment of demands for educational reform has come

principally iv developed countries where the evidence of the existence

of two, competing, educational systems has been quite strong. On the

one hand, there is the formal strvcture with its sequences of levels,

its examination system, its screening-out processes, its concentra-

tion on measurable evidence of educational success. The rational

system, or establishment, provides forward movement to some, elimin-

ates others, and makes a number of choices available to still others,

while operating on the continuing assumption that it is perpetuating

national traditions and culture and establishing and maintaining

ethics and morals.

On the other hand, there is a quite 'informal educative appa-

ratus making itself felt with varying effectiveness upon the popula-

tion, particularly that portion which is of school age. We refer to

the mass media, newspapers, magazines, books, radio, moving-pictures',

zelevision, all of which are recognized as affecting the lives:of'_ r

those whom they reach. Tlis is not to say that such media are totally

9
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effective, since if they were we would not have the evidence that

such devices can be and are either physically turned off or emotion-

ally 'tuned-out' even in authoritarian States.

Nevertheless, in countries where such media are operative an

abundance of impressions is made in contrdst perhaps with those made

or desired by the school system as it is formally constituted. It

is particularly in the broad areas of religion, sexual behaviour,

war, and personal ethics that such divergences are most characterized.

It is also in such contexts that the objectives of national systems

are most tenuous, undefined, and hesitant, and where, necessarily,

evaluation of effectiveness is least in evidence. This condition is

likely to be as true in developing countries as it is in the developed

odes.

Yet an3ther aspect of the informal educational system is that

represented by the apparent relationship between the school-age popu-

lation ald their elders. In this regard what the school system

teaches about morality is ofrP.n negated in practice by the 'older'

generation, more accurately designated as the 'holders of power'.

Generalizations about human dignity are shown to be ephemeral when

the treatment of labour, or of minority groups, or of women, is ex-

amined. Such clear contrasts between reality in the behaviour of

controlling adults and the precepts of the organized educational sys-

tem provide a simple, if not simplistic, demonstration of the real

purposes and effectiveness of that system. Such demonstration is, in

effect, an evaluation based on empirical evidence.

In all such aspects, the consequent demoralization of the

youth, a recurring phenomenon surely, takes on greater force since

many of the members of the educational establishment are themselves

coming to reject their assigned roles and to join in the clamour for

change.
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Levels of evaluation

Thus, the problems of educational evaluation may be expressed

on several planes. On the one hand, educational evaluation within

an established system has tended to focus upon the achievement of

cognitive skills by individuals. This has been a clearly-defined

process designed to satisfy some clearly-defined goals as agreed upon

by the educational community and its clientele.

In this regard the efficiency of a system may be determined by

its lessening number of drop-outs and repeaters, by its continually

expanding avenues of access tc those desiring its services, and by

the best return, in the above terms, to the investments which have

been made.

On a completely different level is the determination that edu-

cational systems products (students) are lacking in certain charac-

teriStics, or curricular inputs, which they may be finding in the

'informal' system. If the formal system is engaging in certain prac-

tices which represent costs, personnel and time, such as teaching

about 'culture', the 'arts', 'history', offering 'personal guidance',

'health education', and so on, these too must be subject to evalua-

tion. Since the effort is being made, the effectiveness like that

of reading or spelling, or knowing the dates of famous battles, must

also be put to the test.

On still another plane is the question of whether the edUca-

tional,system can be evaluated in terms of its ability to remedy or

compensate for the debilities of the.social and economic systems.

With the growing expansion of school systems, the entry of 'disadvantaged'

urban children,' poor rural children, 'culturally-deprived' children,

and others lacking in educational 'readiness', has offered a challenge

which ediicators world-wide have been required to face. Some have

welcomed the challenge and sought to offer revised methods and compen-

satory curricula, 'head starts', earlier admissions, and the inclusion

of indigenous (though non-professional) personnel into teachi,ls situations.

1.1
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Others have faced the same challenge and have clung to the con-

cepts that true +merit will come to the fore, that equality of oppor-

tunity once having been offered, the challenge is now to the indivi-

dual and to his family to make the most of it. Under these conditions

the rigours of examinations and of customary evaluative procedures

have maintained and exacerbated the eliminatory processes, the early

cut-offs, the dumping of natural resources (human), and the develop-

ment of rigid class distinctions. In both kinds of responses to

existing conditions, the problems of educational evaluation come'to

the fore.

The question,does remain however as to the role of education

in making_amends for social or cultural 'slings-and arrows'. If, as

the answer is often made, what else is,education fori,then the tasks

require that education be well-armed, well-stocked_with both talent

and money, and provided with the power that comes from working on

equal levels with those that hold the strings of the purse,and the

reins of decision. Indeed, if the answer is affirmative to the ques-

tion about education's role as,a change agent within the social order,

then surely the means to evaluate its effectiveness in such a.task

uast be sought tirelessly and objectively.

,Evaluation begins with the individual. The r?-sults of indivi-

dual testing (not teacher reporting, which,is considered as too un-.--

reliable statistically) are compiled so that.groups, of individual& C.

are seen as representing large-scale tendencies. . Their grouped scores

become the bases by which systems are evaluated.

Thus, when in New York City (for example), in the 1960's,

large groups of children showed low scores in reading, the system was

declared to be ineffective in achieving its goals. This was without

regard for the possible intervening elements in the social situation,

in the state of children's health, or in the aspects of home life.
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In the recent IEA studies of Husgn and his associates1,

grouped scores, cross-sectional, were related (or relations were

sought) to conditions of family life, of the educational environment,

and of expressed attitudes and opinions.

The difficulties are expressed succinctly by Porath who writes:

"The final educational output is not produced only in the

schools but also at home and elsewhere, before, during and

after the period of formal schooling "
2

Since the evaluation of informal system effectiveness is still

in a warginal and relatively undefinable condition, it would be more

useful to focus upon the formal educational structure. Further, the

investment of costa, personnel and time in this system are explicitly

dedicated to the purposes of education.

Evaluative targets and decision-making

The bulk of evaluation of system effectiveness has been in

the achievement of individuals on set tests, with the data accUmulated

and grouped. Let us not, however, overlook those evaluation practices

which take place in the home, in the market place, and often in tht

voting centres, when the ordinary citizen s enabled to express his

evaluation of education by criteria of his con choice.

In such circumstances, as worker, parent, employer, or general

observer, the criteria of the common man regarding the success of his

educational establishment-are likely to be in close relation to his

own goals and his own experiences.

1 T. Husgn, (editOr), International Study of Achievement in Mathematics,

Volume II, New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967.

2
Yoram 'Ben-Porath, "Aggregate Costs, Output and School Achievement",

in Donald E. Super (editor), Toward a Cross-National Model of

Educational Achievement in a National Economy, New York: Teachers

College, Columbia University, 1967, p. VII-1.

13
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It is not facetious to note that politicians have, per s!.., no

built-in or objective criteria for determining their attitudes toward

educational costs, changes, and development other than chose they

have gained as perceptive laymen. Initially, therefore, social and

economic decision-makers look at school systems through the-eyes of

the van in the street.

Thus tne view is taken that open access to education is de-

sirable and should be available to all. It therefore follows that

once in the system, the processes of education to which a student is

exposed should make of him something which he formerly was not. That

is, he should be cultured, literate, skilled, communicativ.-, loyal to

traditions and accepted norms, and, as important as any of these, em-

ployable and paid on a living standard not available to one with less

education or none.

If this. process of evaluating education is an empirical one,

it is surely practiced by political decision-makers with a keen sense

of constituents' demands, by parents with a real knowledge of oppor-

tunity costs expended (actual or with regard to young children nearing

school age), and with most students who are mature enough to seek

their own advantage actively.

Thl difficulty with this form of evaluation is that it is not

only practiced in countries which are developed and which are develop-

ing, but it is almost universally practiced within each country. And

it is beginning to be linked, beyond, the concepts of curricular and

methodological relevancy, to concepts of accountability. People are

beginning to apply their empirical concepts of educational system

effectiveness to what they are experiencing, to what their school-age

children are experiencing, and to what,the post-school population,

the outputs (drop-outs and put-outs), are experiencing. With the

focus on accountability, when all is not well, the clamour arises for

someone or something to be looked at and studied, and for relationships

between the educational inputs and the outputs to be clearly disclosed.

14
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Criteria for study of evaluation

But accountability, while a reasonable and de:Arable concept

to foster, cannot be properly determined nor - and this is even more

important in our view than accountability alone - can appropriate re-

forms and corrections be applied unless certain more objective steps

are taken. Evaluation must be based on specific data, quantified in-

formation, and objective procedures. Biases, hunches, sudden en-

lightenment must be used sparingly and, when used, carefully labelled

in educational evaluation. We prefer, rather, to point out that our

approach to evaluation is based on goals, processes and results.

'We must, therefore ask three questions:

(1) what are the goals of the educaticnal system which have

been expressed, accepted as appropriate and feasible, and,

transmuted into educational curricula?

(2) what are the curricula which are combining ,-,:ontent and

methodology and which will provide specific experiences

for students so as to achieve the-goals of the system?

(3) to what extent is the measurable output of the system in

conformity with the purposes for which the system has

been operating?

Subsuried- within each question above are several other questions,

each of which is necessary to consider in the further development of

educational evaluation.

(1) Thus, with regard to goals: ,

(a) how are school system,goals determined?

The formulation of goals:is. proposed by.Goodlad in

a very specific manner: "We need a national body of

leading citizens whose prime purpose is,to give con-

tinued attention to the formulation of educational

-aims ...

1
John .GOodlad, School CurricUlum RefOrm in Olt bnited States,

New York: The Fund for the Advancament of Education, 1964, p.81.
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With somewhat different emphasis, Smith states that:

"the problem of objectives for American schooling is

a problem calling for highly competent professional

resolution The determination of objectives that

will give curricular and other operational meaning

to the central purpose in the years ahead calls for

sophisticated theoretical, technical and administra-
,1

tive decisions.

(b) to what extent do goals reflect rellistic national

needs?

(c) how are goals translated into operational school

processes?

(d) what can be done to make goals explicit and amenable

to both curricular experiences and evaluation?

The relationship of objectives to evaluation is

stressed by Goodlad, when he says: "Needed are

evaluative criteria in the form of educational ob-

jectives which have been agreed on ... It is recom-

mended that curriculum investigators ... be required

to submit statements of such objectives as well as

plans for evaluating their attainment. These must

not be simply statements-Of purposec for a given

project but, rather, statements of the kind of be-

haviour sought in the students.'2

1 Philip G. Smith, "Objectives for American Education", in Stanley

Elam and Gordon Swanson, (editors), Educational Planning in the

United States, Itasca, Illinois: Peacock Publishers, 1969, p. 9.

2 Goodlad, op.cit., p. 82.
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(2) With regard to curricula:

(a) which disciplines in the primary and secondary levels

are directly respinsive to prescribed system goals?

(b) how can the cognitive-oriented goals be translated

into curriculum sequence so as to provide the best

methodological practices to varieties of students?

(c) how can goals which are non-cognitive be achieved

in curricular experiences which are basically re-

quired to be explicit including learning sequences,

prepared syllabi, teaching aids, and trained teachers?

Edding refers to this question:

"Other unsolved problems lie in the difficulties of

measuring achievements other than knowledge and vo-

cational skills. Yields of education rarely con-
.

sidered in examinations are, for instance, knowledge

of how to learn and eagerness to continue learning,

ability to co-operate, to take initiative, to make

decisions under conditions of uncertainty: and

virtues like tolerance, honesty, self-colltrol, and

creativity. These are possibly the most important
'i,

results of education, but they are harder to measure

than the performances usually judged and nmrked in

certificates.

(d) how can reasonable goals which are operating in

school curricula become feasible in countries where

:

_

reSOurces are Scarte, teachers:Unavailable or un

trained, arid the wastage rate-too high-ta-expOse a

School-age population long'enough?

(e) to what extent can curricula Aeal with:the large

variety of system goals, often including skills,

1 Edding, op.cit., p. 24.

_I"
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knowledge, attitudes, citizenship, personal adjust-

ment, creativity, and self-realizations, in view of

the limited time and resources of the system?

(3) With regard to evaluation of outputs:

(a) how can system goals be used as criteria for evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of system processes?

(b) mhat are the most appropriate points at which to

measure the accomPlishment of students ,,;thin a

system?

(c) what instruments measure student achievement, wizh

validity and reliability, as a function of their

experience within the'schoOl system?

( ) what characteristics of students are:

(i) measured objectively and relate to system

effectiveness?

(ii) not measured at all but should be in view of

system objectives and curricula?

(iii) not" measured and need not be since they do not

have anything to do x`lith- the purpOies of the

educational system?

(e) how can various evaluation procedures of siddents

during their school enrolment, at terminal Points-
,

-

after each level, and at long-term, be consiciéied

as clearly indicative of system effectiveness?

how can estimates of system effectiveness be utilized

for reform of curriculdm, administrative practices,

and system goals?

The foregoing considerations have been developed out of a

study of the problem of evaluation as it is treated both in existing

practice and current research. As the needs of school system clien-

tele, critics, and technical 'assisters' become more clearly inter-

locked, the need to approach evaluation of school systems becomes

more urgent.

(f)
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It is not sufficient for empirically-drawn conclusions to

govern the action of educational planners and decision-makers. Nor

can cross-sectional 'cuts' of several systems provide us with more

than 'still-life' nortraits of the systems. Data obtained from such

practices are of interest to us when they relate scores of students

to internal system elements which may or may not represent cost in-

puts or curricular processes. This does not, however, yield evalua-

tion of systems since there are no criteria for evaluations, no in-

dications of pupils' initial status and subsequent gains as a result

of system processes, and no intra-system comparisons of reliably-

maintained controls.

Goal-setting and goal characteristics

Evaluation is needed to determine how well system goals have

been achieved. This has been stated before and is the fundamental

basis for research in evaluation. We must, of necessity call atten-

tion to the problem of goals. In the continuing search for criteria

of educational effectiveness, it is reasonable to ask about the na-

ture of the goals which are found either explicitly in educational

systems' declarations of purpose, or implicitly in the nature of the

evaluations which are undertaken.

In most countries, edue-ational goals tend to be set and are

characterized as follows:

(a) they represent the least common denomination of educational

purposes, i.e., purposes al:out which almost no one would

quarrel.

An illustrative statement by the then Swedish Minister of

Education (4 December 1968), Nr. Palme describes his

country's basic goals:

"The goals cannot be different for different parts-of our

education ... The individual is given opportunities tp

fulfil himself. Education is an absolute necessity for a

living democracy. The goal of education should be to

19
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create increased equality. The school should break down

social distinctions. The school is one of the most im-

portant means of changing society."1

A similar general statement is made by Smith regarding

educational goals in the United States:

"There are three sets of factors that constitute the

basis for control over experience ... org6.nized human

knowledge . , individual qualities of effective intelli-

gence and personality, ... and the cultural val,les and

customs of our society. ,The central purpose of American

schooling should he to teach in each of these areas, the

skills, habits; -understandings, and attitudes that are

Innst educative, 'that isv those which most enhance control

and thus make possible'effective choice and hence indivi-

dual and social freedom.'2

(b) they tend to be quite explicit in relation to the

cognitive domain; the communications skills(reading,

writing, speaking, spelling, grammar), the mathematical

Skills, and all others which deal with data.;,repetitive-

observable processes, and mass-develcped-behaviour pat-

terns.
3

2

3 A major sontribution has been the classification of educational goals
,

(with illustrative test items for evaluating their achievement) by

Benjamin S. Bloom (editor), in Taxonomy of Educational Objectives,

Handbook It Cognitive Domain; NeW 1Orkt David McKay Co., 1956.

The major classifications offered are: 'Knowledge, Comprehension,

Application, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation", pp. 62-200.

Quoted in; Bengt Jacobsson, School Reforms in Sweden (duplicated),

International Working Party on Educational Technology and'the

Learning Process, Geneva: May 1970.

Smith, op.cit., p. 4.
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(c) they tend to be those which are either most measurable

objectively, or most readily observed at any selected

time of testing,

they are usually quite general and not clearly-defined

when they refer to non-cognitive development; attitudes

toward home and school, loyalty toward community and

country, honesty, strength of character, self-motivation

toward learning, respect for scientific concepts, and

ability to play a role sufficiently independent for per-

sonal happiness and sufficiently group-oriented for

social success.
1 Such goals are frequently to be found

in ministry documents or,in the rhetoric of parents,

politicians, teachers, and, often, the students themselves.

A Unesco document which shows similar characteristics

calls for such main goals, among others, as 'values of

the society which are interpreted as

"value attached to learning, interaction with others,

adult/child relations, sex and role differentiation,

international understanding'.

It further urges:

(d)

"personality development, participation in a variety of

activities, health and hygiene.'2

1.

2

The following classification of nnn-cognitive skills is given in

David Krathwohl, Benjamin Bloom, Bertram Masia, Taxonomy of Educa-

tional Objectives, Handbook II% Affective Domain, Mew York: David

McKay Co., 1964: "aeceiving (Attending), Responding, Valuing,

Organization, Characterization by a value or value complex', pp. 95-175.

Unesco, Final Report, Meeting of Experts on Curriculum of General

Education, Moscow, 16-23 January 1968, Paris, pp. 7-9.
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(e) such goals as have been described in (d) above, are

usually not readily amenable for use as evaluative cri-

teria, testing devices for system effectiveness (formal

or informal) are quite unreliable,

(f) a number of system goals refer to the conditions of edu-

cational opportunity rather than to the gains made by

individual students. Thus, goals are expressed in terms

of 'full and universal' enrolments, 'open access' to

further education beyond the primary level, free educa-

tion to all students to the extent that each individual

can benefit from his participation;

in a number of school systems where planning for educatior-1

development is operative to any extent, the goals of the

system are often described in terms of mampower to be pro-

duced. Thus, we may find explicit numbers of specified

positions for which trained persons will be produced, or

we may note the more general intention thkt mote 'X' will

be trained for the needs of the economy'without exact quan-

tities being indicated.

Goals become operational as durricula

The -cbara'cteristies which are described above tend to be opera-

-

tive as the result of general agreement that they will be given ade-

quate funding with implementation as curriculum processes. It ha's

been, therefore, the task of educators to translate'into functional

programmes the determined goals of the system. And, as tbe curricula

become sequences of learning experiences, they are systematically re-

ereated as courses, syllabi, term and quarterly 'units', and eventually,

as 'lessons"lectures', 'practical exercises', etc., in daily class

activities.

It is in this basic form that goals become most tangible.

Their definition in explicit (or implicit) form becomes feasible, and

the relevance of goals to conditions of need and reality may be perceived.

(g)
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The basic, concretized 'courses' within the curriculum enable

us to note whether there may be goal irrelevancies in the forms of

'dead' languages, extinct 'sciences', and other uses of educational

investment of little consequence in the movement toward national

development. Certainly, such determination may be sought, and found

with more or less difficulty. An important aspect of evaluation

ought to concern itself with the gaps between goals and relevancy, as

well as between goals and goal-achievement. There is, however, no

reason to exclude from definitions of relevancy those cultural and

artistic experiences which contribute to personal growth as well as

to national development.

It is within the curriculum also that teachers and school sys-

tem clients begin to evaluate empirically the achievement at near-

term of system goals. Teachers practice informal testing and indivi-

dualized.observation. At tlie higher levels examinations and practical

exerci-ses are used to determine if goals are being achieved. Pupils,

parent's, school officials, and employers of school leavers also make

various evaluative attempts, indicating their satisfactions or dis-

satisfactions as has been noted earlier.

Yet, with the start of evaluation processes, no matter how

crude, within the system itself, we note that goals are in need of

continued study. The following circumstances are generally prevalent:

(a) some system goals which are stated explicitly are mea-

sured more or less objectively.

Bloom states the case directly:

"If education is to be open, public, and examinable, the

specifications for it must explicit, and either the pro-

cess of education or the outcomes of the process must be

examinable in relation to such specifications..1'

1 Benjamin S. Bloom, "Some Theoretical Issues Relating to Educational
. .a'

Evaluation", in Ralph U. Tyler (editor), Educational Evaluation: New

Roles, New Means. 68th Yearbook of the 1:ational Society for the Study

of Education. Chicago. University of Chicago Press, 1969, p. 29.
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We would amend this by suggesting that both process and

outcomes must be 'examinable',

(b) some stated goals of the system are not measured objec-

tively, but by teacher observation without standardized

criteria for judgment,

(c) the achievement of some expressed goals is not measured

at all, but is found to be importantly operative in the

curriculum. We note as an example, pupils' involvement

in the 'cultural' areas such as music, the arts, physical

education, etc. These activities usually are not mea-

sured as to system effectiveness, although pupils with

special aptitudes in these.areas are noted and encouraged;

(d) the achievement of system goals is often measured at

specifically determined points and becomes a factor in

the elimination of pupils from the system;

(e) system goals are often explicitly stated, but in reality

are negated from the start by: insufficient primary or

secondary education facilities in rural areas, poorly

trained ,(and not enough) teachers in most of the primary

,schools, failure to enforce such requirements_as compul-

sory attendance,and secondary pupil vocational guidance,

operation of non-functional, non-sustaining Literacy pro-

grammes for all citizens needing them.

"There has always been., and no doubt will always be, a

great gap between the rhetoric and the dead ... This does

not say that the announced aims were a contrived decep-

tiOn.- Rather it is a sign of how long it takes to alter

the course of an ongoing educational system, to redeploy

its energies in new directions and to marshal new energies

and resources to take on new tasks and to do old ones better."
1

Philip H. Coombs, The World Educational Crisis: A Systems Analysis,

New York: Oxford University Press, 1968, p. 100.
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Simply stated, under certain circumstances system goals

are enumerated but not acted upon, there is, therefore,

no educational output (or achievement) to reflect such

goals.

The relevance of curricula

Goals cannot be realistic nor can system output in terms of

student achievement reflect the accomplishment of goals unless the

curriculum makes such conditions possible. We consider that curricu-

lar processes, the nature of curricular materials and their use, the

depth and breadth of student experiences, and the procedures of teach-

ing all have their role in achieving desired educational outcomes.

Without going too deeply into detail (since this is not a

curricular study), we point to a few examples related to curricula

and goals which may detenmine effectiveness.

(a) When the goal is generalizable learning of cognitive

skills, such learning is not enhanced by rote, memoriza-

tion, or repetitive exercises of non-meaningful operations.

(b) When the goa/ is to awaken love for literature, traditional

culture, and the arts, such accomplishment is not encour-

aged by processes in which expression is frustrated, where

emotional involvement is suppressed, where the arts are

presented without imagination, and where cultural, liter-

ary and artistic participation are absent or are under-

taken in a primitive or coercive context.

(c) When the goal is better understanding of natural laws,

scientific concepts, and ecological balance, achievement

is hindered by strict adherence to textbooks, lack of

student involvement with their own immediate environment,

and lack of a generalized application to school life of

the concepts of logic, reason, and the scientific method.

(d) When the goals are active citizenship, pupil responsibility,

and the development of ethical behaviour, these goals tend
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to be frustrated when it is not recognized that citizen-

ship experiences begin within the government of classes

and schools, that communities in which students and their

families live are dynamic textbooks for the study of how

people liVe together for their mutual benefit, and that

individuals are the units that make up all systems of

government. We cannot expect that coercive, dictatorial

classroams will prodt e citizens who are competent to

participate in developing democracies.

While the above discussion is focused upon the curriculum and

educational methodologies, the nature of school systems output is de-

termined by such processes. A major problem is to ascertain the

quality (and quantity) of such goal achievement as has been cited here.

When we review the two aspects of goals, the cognitive and the

non-cognitive, we can discuss the means used to evaluate student

achievement in each of the areas.

Evaluation of goal achievement: cognitive skills

First, as to cognitive goals, the general approach has been

through testing procedures which begin with the periodic observation

by teachers of the nature of each pupil's ability to satisfy certain'

individually-determined requirements. These include: .reporting back

to the teacher what the teacher stated at some earlier time; report-

ing to the teacher whas was found 'in school textbooks; carrying,out

assignments (homework) as related to the textbook or the presentatiOn

by the teacher.

In determining pupil accomplishment of cognitive skills teacher-

developed, or school-developed, tests are usually a first phase, taking

into account the specific experiences of pupils in the particular

classes.

Much of such testing deals with short-term experience, basically

covering several days or weeks of schooling. In many ways such testing

provides school officials (including teachers) with current data about
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their pupils, about teachers relative effectiveness, and about the

educational needs which exist in the localized situation. As may be

determined by perceptive educators, methodologies used and curricu-

lum processes may receive careful study, remedial courses may be in-

stituted, and- better use may be made of existing materials. Thelen

describes the latter use of evaluation in referring to 'diagnosis

and trouble-shooting' activities of evaluators and teachers:

'Trouble-shooting is built-in feedback that enables the

teacher and the group to see how they need to modify their

-1
activity ...

On a.somewhat higher level, eliminating the danL'arsTof bias-

for or against a given school, class or pupil, are the examinations

prepared-by external examiners on:the assumption that there is a stan-

dard body.of knowledge to be taught and learned, regardless of loca-

tion of school or teacher qualification.

This testing may also yield feedback information which will

then encourage educational change. It may, however,,force teachers..

into establishing ever-pore uniform, curricula and teaching methods.

We see the potential for.a paradoxical situation,..therefore; for

schools of poor.quality and inadequate resources, such examinations

may point the way to up-grading.of teachers and curricula. -For

schools of relatively competent teachers and:psychologically-sound

(if unorthodox).methOds, such testing may .serve to enforce conformity

to outmoded or undesirable procedures.

To review further the procedures for evaluating achievement of

cognitive goals, we find that testing encompasses not.just individual

schools, but entire systems.. There are generally, again,.two aspects

of such testing. First, is the 'summative' which is prepsred:year

1 ilerhert A. Theien, "The Evaluation of Group Instructibt& in

Ralph Tyler (editor)op.cit., p. 148. Also p.p. 124127aild

pp. 151-155.
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after year by specialized educators to be used at the completion of

specified bloCks of school time. This may take the form of examina-

tions like the English 'Eleven-plus' and General Certificate of

Education, the French Eaccalaureet-, the New York State Regents ex-

amination, or other certificate-earning, school-leaving tests.

While Such testing procedures are often seen as gauging the

effectivenesb of school systems, they actually do no more than assess

pupil status at a given point in time. There is-considerable evidence,

in fact, that'such testihg cannot reliably evaluate system effective-

ness since pupil achievement is determined by their eXperiences in

school, their experiences out crE school, as well as by nuMerous social

factors, econOmic aspects, and motivational status, aIl generally un-

related to school functiOns. The work-of Coleman, Husen, ahd others

tends to bring ehese aspects into prominence.

The Second aSpect of systems-wide testing is that commonly

referred to as 'standardized'. S-J'mply state- through auecessive

application of tests (and sub-testO it is determined that students

of average competence in a specific skill will fceiVe an average

score on the resUltant test. Thus, a standardized test meashres

achievement as it might be demOnstrated by normal population of stu-
,

dents, assuming a common -(not necessarily unifOrm) currinuitft and

competent teachers. Standardized tests have been used ehroughbut the

United State's, and with modification's in other western hemisphere

countries. The results of mich 'formative' tests-have be-en used both

to deterMihe the achievement of individual students (and their reme-

dial needs) and the Presumed effectiveness of'school Systems.

Such effectiveness', while evident in terms of-pupil status,

cannot be realistically used in terms of the system itself when the

existence of intervening factors which inhibit or restrain pupil pro-

gress Is acknowledged.

In the various types of testing prOcedures described above,

we note that:
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(a) they are basically related to individual pupil status,

though as aggregates they are used 'co define system

effectiveness,

(b) they are indicative of specific curriculum content,

generally rote-learned, and non-generalizable,

(c) they are often used as guidelines to support policies of

pupil repetition or elimination from the school system,

(d) they are usually quantifiable so that scores may be

assigned, though the closer to the teacher and the school

the testing is, the less objective may be the quantifica-

tion;

(e) they do not take into account the influeaces upon pupil

achievement of the 'informal' educational system which

makes it difficult if not impossible to evaluate with

such procedures the effectiveness of the formal system.

Telt:in for .incremental gains: the value-added concept

_It seems to us that the common approaches to measurement of

student achievement of cognitive skills have two basic values: first,

they indicate the status of groups of students at determined points,

and secondly, they make it possible to attempt some form of assistance

to individual students. We do not believe, however, that such terminal

or cross-sectional measures can reasonably, be applied to the effective-

ness of school systems, or even of sub-units within the systems. There

are too many intervening variables.

However, we find numerous instances, particularly in the United

States, of the adaptation and use of achievement measures on a pre-

test, post-test basis. Appropriate tests are administered to a given

student population at an early point in the programme to establish a

base-line, or first level of status indication. Following a period

of instruction, a comparable test is administered and the differences

of achievement are noted._ Flana7an describes the use of such procedures
. .
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for testing student progress with newly7-developed instructional me-

thods and materials.1

It appears probable that- the -gains (or losses) in achievement

as demonstrated by aggregates of students would be reliable indicators

of the effectiveness of their instruction. Bloom has pointed out:

... unless the criteria of.effectiveness are related to

changes (our italics) in students, the researcher has avoided

-the primary criterion " 2

This is not to say that social_ and economic variables may not

suppress or enhance student achievement apart from the, effects of.

schooling. Such variables can, however, be held eonatant .and allowed

for with Large inanbers of students in common circlurntances, their ex-

posure..to common instructional and administraLive processes, and the

pre-determined short-term between pre-testing and post-testing. 1

With growing demand for school accountability, the calculation

of educational vk ,..le-added by such procedures can give.,indications of

the results;,of schobling. Such calculations can be more, readily ana-

lysed within known contexts of pupils' soc--econclnic levels or prior

school experience.' Given the establishment; of a .base4ine achievement

level and the -application _of education processea 2 the forward moYe-

ment by individuals and -groups (or lack of movement ). may be, seen tas

a function of the school and the system. Thus, with certain cognitive

1
John Flanagan, "The Uses of Educatidnal Evaluatidn in the

Development of Programs, Courses, Instructional Materials', and

Equipment, Instructional and Learning Procedures, and Adminiatra-

tive Arrangements", in Ralph W. Tyler (editdr), op.cit.; pp: 225-2213.
2 Benjamin Bloom, "Testing Cognitive Ability and Achievement", in

N.L. Gage, (editor), Handbook of Research on Teaching, Rand,

McNally and Co., Chicago, 1963, p 379.
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Skills, it is feasible to attribute pupil progress to system effective-

ness. It would be difficult to ascribe effectiveness with similar

confidence to the results of such end-of-sequence testing as 'Eleven-

plus', Baccalaureat, or other procedures which do not permit a value-

added determination.

EyALlaiarl_jat_,12_41 achievement; non-cognitive skills

As we have noted earlier, it has generally been in the area of

specific, cognitive skills (knowledge, p,blem-solving, higher mental

processes) that efforts in evaluation are quantifiable and objective.

From such testing the concepts of student success and of system effec-

tiveness have been developed.

Mention has been made above of the areas of educational goals

which are non-cognitive, i.e., referring to attitudes, values, apprecia-

tions interests, and personality characteristics. These, too, are

expressed as goals for educational effort.

Although there is even greater controversy over the formation

and development of such behaviour componentS in school environments.

school personnel have generally tended to accePt this task within

their roles. Psychologists, sociologists and otflets interested in

the development of human attributes have generally indicated that

these traits are socially formed, starting with the home and contin-

uing within the culture of the family and community. Further, they

contend that even within the school, there exist peer-group cultures

and teacher orientations which ate non-curricular and which affect

the development and expressions of non-cognitive patterns of behaviour.

This question is considered from another standpoint by,-

Krathwohl, Bloom and "Oasis:

"While the psychologist and philosopher may-have views On what

is desirab/e and even necessary in the affective domain, there

is still the question of what affective objectives society

will permit end even encourage. Our own society has fluctuated

as to the affective objectives it will permit the school to
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develop. Political and social forces aro constantly at work,

pressing the schools for some affective objectives and just

as constantly placing restrictions on the school with regard

to others."1

Yet, since the school system is orientated toward the develop-

ment of both intellectual and non-cognitive skills, several problems

of process and evaluation should be noted.

In the acceptance of educational goals such as improved atti-

tudes, loyalty, charactim, appreciations, etc., there have been few

instances of curricula which are sr cifically designed to 'teach'

such skills. In some countries, courses in civics, national history,

and nztional culture attempt to deal with or inculcate the desired

behaviours and practices through specific activities. In general,

however, the development of such-skills is dealt,with in the ,context

of the existing disciplines (the cognitive areas) and in terms of the

expressed behaviour of the students.

The evaluation of student achievement in the non-cognitive

areas is generally through the awareness and recognition of teachers

and other competent, observers. Attention iP Paid. to the behaviours

of students in their classes and in school-wide activities, as well

as in such specific aspects as part5cipation and creativity.

Teachers and other observers ,t41.ce, into account students' demon-

strated interests in learning, their potivatiOn to study and go forward

in the direction indicated rbyjthe ,teacher, and, their persistence in.

applying themselves to required procedures. -Teachers may designato

such behaviour as 'good character', 'favourable attitude toward school',

or 'self-actualization' within a specific environment. These observa-

tions are clearly subjective, generally expressed in terms of teacher

expectations and needs, and without ref:rence to school processes.

It does seem feasible, however, to assume that students who function

1 Krathwol, Bloom and Masia, op.cit. p. 90.
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in these ways within an educational system are highly:compatible with

the system'asto,expected behaviours and indications of success.

They and the system may be seen as 'effective'.

Since such evaluation is difficult to quantify and generalize,

we can describe student status in this way, but further study must be

done to'ascertain the processes within the system which may have pro-

duced that status. Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia suggest that:

6) ... if specific changes are to take place in the learners,

the learning experiences must be of a two-way natureim

which both students and teacher are involved in an interactive

manner, rather than having-one present.something to be !learned'

by the other."
1

We may need to look, with this regard also, for.the effectsof

system variables before we'can claim system success for student

adaptability.

Student participation as an indication of non-cognitive

development

Student participation may be seen as an indicator of system

effectiveness under specific circumstances. The leyel.ofstudent

responsiveness within classes, student feedback toi teachers, and the

openness of student participation in discussion alli.may.indicate..

positive attitUdes, character development, and so.forth, prov*ded

that such-student involvement and expression are given opportunity

within a school.system. Student achievement in the non-cognitive

skills canbeobserved in 'open' systems where teacher attitudes are

receptive and-encouraging. In such circumstances procedures can.be

developed for quantifying the nature .of student participation As has

been described.Observational techniques coupled with rating scales,

case studies, ancUsccio-metric methods may be.applied to_determine:.

student statusancliAmferentially, to establish schooland system.,

1 Ibid., pp. 81-82.
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status in this area. With the further inclusion of pre-test, post-

test concepts, such procedures may be relatively effective in noting

school-determined gains.

It is, of course, conceivable that student participation in

class inter-action may be usefully carried forward to collaboration

in school operation, and ultimately to system evaluation, modifica-

tion and reform.

Student creativity as an indicator of non-cognitive development

Student creativity, while initially requiring the achievement

of skills in manipulation of specific communications tools, may be

seen, when_evident, as an indicator of non-cognitive achievement.

Thus, when we recognize that the basic approach to literary expression

is in the mastering of the cognitive skills of reading, writing, spell-

ing, we find that the opportunity for and encouragement of such ex-
,

pression nay indicate system achievement. Similarly, the involvement

and exposure of students to graphic and musical arts within curricu-

lar experiences are based upon system goals and require evaluation as

to effectiveness. Such effectiveness may be determined by careful

study of the conditions and nature of student expression in the arts.

We recognize that within given systems there may be no curri-
.

culum for 'literary' creativity, or for graphic or musical expression

on a creative level: When students produce such works, therefore, we

are almost required to search in the school processes for incentives,

motivations, and positive attitudes in these areas. Ultimately, we

may determine that this is such an individualized matter that the

educational system, or any of its elements, plays no role in this

development.

On the other hand, when we note full courses, specialized

teachers, and available materials, we may look for evidence of both

appreciation and specific creative expression in some form of output.

As to appreciation, some common (if depressing) practices include

formalized testing for recognition and memorization of works, artists,
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themes, and so on. Further evaluation may take note of self-develop-,

ment in leisure time, selection of undirected reading choices, and

post-school interests and activities.

Indicators for system evaluation

In the developed countries of the wqrld, evaluation of school

systems is carried out on two bases; first, on the qualifications

of school leavers in terms of years completed, evident literacy, and

certificates and degrees held, secondly, on the internal system evi-

dence of achievement scores coupled with repetition rates and drop-

outs.

Little use is made thus far of the less quantifiable forms of

system evaluation when they are voiced by school clientele, including

students. The concepts of accountability are still rather limited to

personalized or empirical determination except in rare cases. These

occur following discussions of 'out-moded' curricula, lack of concern

for individuals, and excessive stress on competition, elimination, or

discriminatory tracking (streaming).

An interesting concept of accountability has developed in the

United States, as reported in a recent issue of the Phi Delta Kappan.
1

Private companies are given contracts to operate educational programmes

within schools. Such 'performance contracts' provide a sliding scale

of payments in accordance with the rise in pupil achievement levels.

The programmes are supported with national funds to the school dis-

tricts which then arrange for the contracts. Companies are responsible

for providing,teaching personnel, teaching materials, and for.deter-

mining the instructional methods. Thus accountability becomes a matter,

of profit or loss to the contractors. They are indeed accountable,

since non-achievement by pupils to contracted-for levels may result

in no payment. Other accountability projects will,range from trading.

stamps (exchangable for gifts) as regards to students to cash bonuses

for teaChers.

1 Vol. 52, No. 1, September 1970, p. 63.
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A Canadian experience with accountability dates back to the

late 19th century when financial grants to high schools in Ontario

were made dependent on the number of pupils who passed an examination

after a year or two of attendance. Phillips reports that:

"under full pressure of payment by results, teachers and pupils

began rapidly to measure up to the requirements ....One reason

for this amazing improvement in efficiency was that trustees

were aroused from lethargy. Uhen their school failed to earn

grants, their response was to blare the senior master and to

dismiss him ...

"No doubt some of the teachers dismissed were lazy or inefficient.

But nearly, all were shrewd enough to take advantage of every

new means that was offered to get results. Teachers' profes-

sional journals were filled with sample examination papers,

model answers, and advertisements of little books containing

notes on various subjects, the memorization of which would en-

sure success on the examinations. History teaching became the

application of a system of mnemonics and the teaching of litera-

ture little. more.

"Experience with payment by results in Ontario proved that it

is possible to raise standards quickly if the criterion is de-
.-

fined as mastery of prescribed content. Eut there was a storm

of protest against the sacrifice of all other educational values

for the attainment of this end. In 1883 payment by results was
1

abandoned in the province.

In developed countries there are serious moves toward the re-

thinking of system ,goals. This is evident, as well, in the United

States, Germany, and the United Ringdom where the varied centraliza-

tion would not seem to encourage national, or systemr-wide agreement

on goals.

1 Charles E. Phillips, The Development of Education in Canada, Toronto:

W.J. Gage and Co., 1957, pp. 513-514.
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The discussions have generally led to consideration of curri-

cular processes and, equally important, to attempts at determining

indicators of the effectiveness of educational systems.

In developed countries such indicators have been designated

as: (a) relating to system accessibility_ (b) relating to system

processes:: (c) relating to the educational product.

(a) As regards system accessibility, we would consider as

valid the following indicators:

(i) a truly open and available primary system at no cost and

with appropriate subventions to those families for whom

opportunity costs were to be determined as excessivei

(ii ) a clear-cut policy on promotion so that failure to achiev'e

according to determined standards would not result in re-

petition, but would bring about compensatory (and remedial)

services and modification of curriculum,

(iii) the development of educational and social procedures hich

would reduce the disparity at the start between poor chil-

dren and middle class or others. Such procedures could

provide earlier educaticnal experience, increase family

literacy and motivation, relieve mothers of excessive

child-care burdens by providing ancillary nursery or other

services:

(iv ) the establishment of close relationships between primary

education and the next level through information, guidance

and orientation of pupils and their families. This would

enable families to have specific understandings of the

possibilities for their children in continuing their edu-

cation. It would enable personnel in the primary schools

to convey information to their students and to encourage

appropriate further development. It would enable secon-

dary school personnel to know and understand the condi-

tions_of primary education, to appreciate the status of
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incoming pupils, and to restructure theil own curricular

and guidance procedures,

(v) the determination of a socially appropriate and e:onomi-

cally feasibic; compulsory school age so that students

who wish to do so may leave the school. This could only

be established together with provisions to counsel stu-

dents before they drop out, for incentives and reasonable

conditions for remaining in school, to serve them with

employment advice and liaison, and provisions for further

education when desired.

(b). As regards systeak processes, indicators of effectiveness

would include:

(i) contant in curricula, courses and programmes which is

developed in terms of agreed-upon goals reflecting

national and individual needs. This indicator includes

relevance for students and their families, acquisition

of skills which are in keeping with concepts of self-

development as well as with the manpower market, incor-

poration of materials which are reflective of national

as well as community interests as regards tradition,

culture, and options for future development. With curri-

culum content as an indicator of,effectiveness, we can

Pctend otq,study to yelationsbipa between system organi-

Zational .achelons and the actual implementation of sys-

(ii teaching practiceslin the curriculum which are oriented

toward student status and conditions of, learning. It is

unrealistic to consider curriculum content,as an indica-

tor of effectiveness without referring to methodology as

well. The translation of educational goals into content

can only be made concrete through student experience.
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Methodology involves teaching practices, uses of materials,

as well as general aspects of relationships between the

teacher and the taught.

We would stress that the development of teaching prac-

tices to convey curricular content would need to make

full use of relevant psychological factors. The acquired

body of knowledge we now possess about how learning takes

place must serve as a foundation for methodological de-

velopment. Thus the improved procedures for teaching

and learning may serve as indicators of system effective-

ness when related to goals, curriculum content and to

measured output.

(c) As concerns the evaluation of the educational product as

indicators of system effectiveness, we would look to the following:

(i) establishment of procedures to reduce to a minimum the

number of school leavers prior to the basic cc!rtificate

stage as may be determined by national policy;..

(ii ) the utilization of interventions for measurement of edu-

cational value added within the school system at numer-

ous points. The 'product' therefore would be measurable

in terms of gains over initial, base-line status,

(iii) the development of quality criteria for the evaluation

of manpower output. The production of engineers, machin-

istr., nurses, or personnel of any profession is now seen

in numerical terms, i.e., how many were produced. An

important indicator of effectiveness is the qiality of

the production, not only based upon courses taken, years

spent, theses written, or practical activities pursued,

but the varying levels of efficiency of the certificate

or degree holders at the end of their preparation. As

we have noted earlier, the production ofqualified per-

sonnel involves a minimal passing group with numerous

30
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individuals on a quality continuum from 'passing' to

'outstanding'. The evaluation of such differences would

prove a meaningful and useful indicator of system effec-

tiveness, allowing for returns to the curricula for modi-

fication or reform,

(iv) the organization and operation of research and develop-

ment units which would undertake needed studies, provide

recommendations, and participate in implementation. A

typieal task of an R and D unit would be the preparation

of long and short term follow-up studies of school:leavers,

including graduates. Such studies should attempt to de-

termine the effects of schooling upon personal,Trobility

and professional effectiveness.

Naturally, we assume that the longer the term of study,

the more impressive would be the effects o non-school

variables, including chance, war, revolution, and.econo-
,

mic movements. yet, with such studies, and the develop-

ment of cOntrois, we may determine the critical fat prs,

of school experiences which have determining influence

in spite cd outsiOe variables.

Summary

In -Ole foregoing discussion, we have attempted, to establish
1 ,

directions which might be taken tn, evaluate school system effective-

ness. -We have not mentioned the elements of cost benefits or cost

effectiveness since such consider4tion.0 are limited to economic and

financial aspects. We are interested ill the possibilities of estab-

lishing criteria for evaluating system effectiveness which may, when

coupled with such economic studies, be useful to educa,tional planners

throughout the system. We include with them those who help establish

goals as well as those who plan and organize administration of schools,

school curricula, teacher education programmes, and learning procedures.

40
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Ue nave stressed in this discussion the potential for the

evaluation of school effectiveness indicators in developed countries

primarily because of existing organizational strengths and available

financial resources. In our view the developed countries are gener-

ally nearer to the points of universal education and qualified teach-

ing staff so as to begin to implement the concepts expressed. Finally,

we note that the research and deve/opment capabilities in developed

countries make possible feasible involvement in such activities.

They possess personnel and research facilities which can be engaged

in the types of studies, programme
development, and heuristic pro-

cesses which are required.

For developing countries, we suggest that such considerations

may also be valid and realistic. Given the existing conditions of

insufficient resources, low enrolment rates, high wastagerates,

poorly qualified personnel, and inappropriate curricula and.metho-

dologies, it is desirable that study be usefully applied in spacific

areas. Technital assistance teams for research and development can

offer studies to establish relevant priorities. Questions of goal-

setting should be resolved so that ensuing development of curricula

and personnel training can be undertaken within the recognized con-

straints.

When efforts were made by developed countries, too often such

practices and techniques were lifted almost in toto and set up for

operation in developing countries. This is.now almost universally

recognized as ineffectual, if not counter-productive. We look in-

stead to the establishment of improved procedures in educational

systems which Will serve as 're-design' models for developing coun-

trie's. Such models would be oriented toward the generalizable con-

ditions of developing countries and would enable the reconstruction

of system elements if not the creation of new ones. .
Thus, we might

find reconstruction of planning departments, of teacher training

sUb-systems, of primary education curriculum and methods, etc., all
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amenable to modification as parts, yet within a total system confi-

guration. The kinds of changes we have conceived of in developed

countries could serve as an aid to developing ones so that repeti-

tion of errors or malfunctions could be avoided and some 'giant-steps'

ccald be taken.

42
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Introduction

In the preceding discussion We presented a synthesis of the

activities and problems concerning the evaluation of educational sys-

tem outputs. We described the nature of current- considerations and

the developing pressures which are affecting the thoughts of resear-

chers in the field.

It is important to note t'_at both economists and educators

are "seeking to determine the -differences between the evaluation ,of

students' achievehent and the evaldation of systems as they enable

students to achieve. We note also that the bulk of past research in

educational Measurement-hes been priMarily focusedontheachievement
_

of stucints in CognitiVe Areas:. As ecOnomists, and increasingly, the

general public, have demanded systems evaluation, educators, politi-

cians, and systems managers arebeginning to seek a more common under-

standing and basic definition of the problem.

Existing conditions of practice in the evaluation of

school system outputs

In this section of our study we propose to review the,evidence

of existing practice in the evaluation of educational outputs. We

shall describe the following categories:

- the purposes of testint in educational systems,

the types of evaluation instruments,used;,

- the frequency of testing and uses made of ithe: date phX44le4

iMplications-Of'the:Totegolng.-

The purposes of testing in educational.systems-:

The.fatloWing-conclutToria-may be'dfawn as to the purposes

(eXplicit achieVomerittesting:

(b)

ea relatepUpil:learning to-téathers' .eXpeetations,

to'deterMine the abilityJdf students to-repott and apply

infOrmation which has been learned'and to demonstrate

learned attitudes and desired behaviours; ,r

44
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(c) to establish evidence for the elimination of students

from the school system, or for the repetition of years,

or for assignment to special tracks or schools,

(d) to support the admission (or refusal of admission) of

students to further levels of education,

(e) to serve as a basis for the award of certificates, degrees,

or licences,

(f2 to provide students with an additional motivation as well

as further learning opportunity by means of a test

situation,

(g)- to establish individual student status within a group,

group status in a school, etc., as regards a prescribed

curriculum. Such status may be reported as class posi-

tion, test score, percentile of the tested group, or grade

placement in a standardized norm.

The foregoing purposes for achievement testing of students are

common to all countries, developing as well as developed. They should

be read, however, as,a descending order of frequency. Thus the first

five items (a-e) are generally found much more.frequently, whether

expressed or implied, than the later purposes.

In addition, we find a set of purposes for achievement testing

which are quite infrequent, being notably operative in,same British

and American schools:

(a) to determine whether the teaching (and the teaching staff)

has been effective;

(b) to establish within a school-community relationship the

concept of accountability, i.e., that the system is respon-

sible for pupil learning and will see to it that evidence

of.non-learning is studied and used for change;

(c) ta permi': the modification of curriculumor moves toward

new curriculum development in terms of evidence that poor

tes': resolts have come about within an existing cu.rriculum;

4 5
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(d) to permit the re-thinking of teaching methodologies so

that following poor test results, the methods which were

used with low-achieving students might be improved,

(e) to establish a relationship between the results of

achievement testing and the effectiveness of school

systems.

As we noted earlier, the foregoing uses of achievement test-

ing are less frequent than the earlier list (supra), and these, too,

are in a descc.nding order of frequency. In fact, the final item re-

fe:-;_ng to system effectiveness is not currently found through re-

search or systematic study. It is, rather, occasionally used as a

critical concept: that the schools are doing a very poor job alto-.

gether, look at the poor achievement of pupils! In a number of

countries this evaluation of local school systems finds expression

in migration from rural to urban areas, and by the movement of middle-

class families to suburban districts and private education.

The types of evaluation instruments used

All evaluation nf pupil achievement begins with observation

by teachers and parents, though on occasion employers and other

interested persons offer evaluation as well.

We find, therefore, the following measures of evaluation most

generally used:

(a) teacher observation: pupil achievement is reported as

observed or in retrospect, summatively,

(b) teacher observation: pupil achievement is reported with

spncific forms, rating sheets, or other standardized

materials,

(c) in-class tests of current achievement, provided as part

of textbook or workbook materials,

(d) in-clasP tests, prepared by teachers periodically as de-

termined by the content of the curriculum and the lessons

(pupil experiences) which had been completed,
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.(e) external examinations, prepared by individuals or committees

with special expertise to evaluate student learning, ability

to express knowledge, and ability to conform to the exigen-

cies of testing conditions.

(f) external examinations, standardized with relation to the

requirements of the curriculum and to the quality of the

student population of a common age, experience, and ability

in the subject matter of the examination.

In the preceding list, we find no specific order of incidence

of objective or subjective measures. The teacher who reports obser-

vations ad hoc is more subjective, hence less reliable, than the

teachers who are required to report their observations of pupils on

a form, a rating scale, a three-point choice, or other such ',0iding'

device.

On the same basiJ, 71.-,:lass-tests of, pupil achievement:may be

subjective when they are: (a) teneher-made (b) responded to by,

pupils writing freely; and (c) when they are scored by:the teacher

who prepared them. !lc stress the.relative objectivity .(that is,

there is no questior. Is to what the student'a answer is) of tests

which call for decisions on one of three 'possible answers, a 'true/

false' choice, a matching of related itema, or a completion item in

which a sirgle word or phrase is to be inserted. Not withstanding

the rigidity of such testing instruments and their indication of

limited -spects of learning they do permit non-biased evaluation

and generalizations about groups of atudents. Similar comments may

be made with regard to tests which are:include2 in textbooks. In

the latter case, however, the testin-and-learning potential is also

evident sincethe book iS available to troe studentfor checking, re-

view, and further study.

In general., there is qn 7atit-ode prevalent among researchers

which favours the adhereuce to cbjecvivc ;. predures so that those

aspects of a stud le Which.are not beiLg tted will not intrude.

4
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We refer to student personality, verbal fluency, behaviour under stress,

relations with the teacher or With examiners, and so forth. On the

other hand, the abilitY to satisfy an oral examination jury, or to

present an extended essay or diadertation with no-prior knowledge of

the topic to be selected is seen by many as a most relevant evalua-

tion of student competence and of system effectiveness as well. The

problem is not easily resolved except as may be determined by condi-

tions of explicit system goals, of adequate resources in personnel

for teaching and for examining, and of system openness. Also to be

taken into account are the effects of the 'informal' educational

system and of the non-school variables we have mentioned earlier.

IltniEfLIEL.2f_5_fPting and uses made of the

data obtained

Traditionally, testing of student aChievement has taken several

very specific forms: (i) testing of students as they completed a

school form só as to permit their advancement to the, next E (ii) test-

ing at the conclusion of a school period or cycle to indicate comple-

tion of reqnirements 'for a certificate and for entry to a continuing,

higher cycle, (iii) testing at the beginning of a new educational

period so as to confirm entry to higher levels of study.

inds, pupils, parents, and teachers have known,i_in all coun-

tries, the offi&ial and regional examination times. As Atiyeh notes:

-4qUantitatively, in many coUntries) a good student during a

career of 12 years normally sit:: for approtimately 16 formal

examinatiOns, each covering a 'variety of topics"1.,

Attached to, and usually in conjunction with testing, has

been the continuous assignment of marks by teachers to students,

presumably on the basis of objective evidence of accomplishment and

behaviour.

1 Naim N. Atiyeh, "Examinations: Trends and Prospects", in Joseph

A. Lauwerys, and David G. Scanlon, Examinations. The World Year-

book of Education, London: Evans Brothers Limited, 1969, p. 376.
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There is a developing tendency to reduce the frequency of re-

quired examinations, in fact, to eliminate them altogether. In

Swedish schcols
1

, continuous assessment by teachers is now the norm

with no compulsory written tests or final examinations in the nine-

year comprehensive school. Standardized tests are available at the

teacher's option and it is interesting to observe that the use of

these tests has increased to the point where 90-95 per cent of all

pupils in the comprehensive schools are taking tests. In the gymnasium,

which 'Zollows the comprehensive school, tests are compulsory for stated

forms and are spread out from December to May.

In the Federal Republic of Germany a similar condition is de-

veloping, with emphasis on teachers' marks, a minimum number,of re-

quired internal examinations, and, up to the completion of secondary

education, no compulsory tests. Research has shown that previous re-

quired tests for entry to secondary education were no more valid than

the teachers' continuous assessment.
2 It is only at the completion

of secondary education (gymnasium) that the Abitur examination is

required. Standardized tests are relatively not used except for

primary school admission as devices for prognosis.

The frequency and nature of testing in France is reported by

Legrand, who notes the conditions which persist desnite reforms:

" ... The reforming'zeal, devoted first to the educational

structure and now to the'definition of the syllabus and teach-

ing methods, has not yet touched the examination system. So

it continues as before, rendered even more complicated-by the

reforms ,.. "3

1

2

3

H
Sven-Eric Henricson, "Continuous EValuation in Swedish Scho011e%

(duplicated), National Board of Education, Stockholm, 30.1X.1969

Reported by Karlheinz lngenkamp in .1.:niArerys and Scanlon, 130:cit.

pp. 140-145.

Louis Legrand, in Lauwerys and Scanlon, p.cit., pp. i23-129.
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Thus the French child.goes from test to test some optional

but mostly taken,as. if compulsory:

gxamin d'entree en 6me: for entry to the fimst level of

secondary education, at about ages 10-11

Certificat d'etudes primaires:. at completion of the primary

period, at about age 14

Brevet d'enseignement.du premier cycle: at the end of the

first level of secondary education, at about age 161

Brevet d'enseignement professionnel: at the end of the secon-

dary vocational (short) course,,at about age 19:

Then at the end of the secondary vocational (long) course, at

about age:2Q, the following choices:

Baccalaureat.des techniciens;

Brevet. industriel or commercial;

Certificat; d'aptitude professionnelle;

.FinalAY4,at_the,end.of the academic second secondary.cycle,

at age 19,the Baccalaureat.

In reviewing,this situation, Capelle proposes that a single

certificate, be awarded following the completion of compulsory studies

and -that it be-on -the .basis of observation and guidance. He sees the

value of anexamination..at this.point,only as an.arbitrating instru-

ment Whereparents. disagree with _the .proposs1s of a school orienta-

tion committee.

<,

Gapelle approves examinations for vocational qualifications

since they constitute "attestations of _capability recognized by con-

tracts of employment ... ". Thus, a "conventional examination seems

indispensible.
1

To indicate completion of the 'long' general secondary course

he suggests a generally standardized programme of teacher marks which

1 Jean Capelle, Tomorrow's Education. The French Experience, London:

Pergamon Press, 1967, pp. 124-144.
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provide a summary of the schooling completed. For entrance to uni-

versity level studies, then, a national written examiaation would be

compulsory, while university authorities could still select their

students from within the group completing this test successfully.

Thus the proposed improvement becomes, with a limited number of places,

a highly competitive matter.

In England and Wales, the basic examination structure requires

testing of primary school students for placement within secondary edu-

cation and further testing at the end of secondary education with

either the General Certificate of Education (G.C.E.) or the Certifi-

cate of Secondary Lwication (C.S.E.). The G.C.E. is a pass/fail

examination generally taken by candidates for higher and further edu-

cation. This examination is prepared and administered by eight inde-

pendent boards for students of grammar schools, i.e., those considered

to be in the upper 20 per cent Of the intelligence range.

The C.S.E. is prepared by fourteen regional examining boards

for the next lower 40 per cent of the intelligence range. Whalley

describes the three modes of C.S.E. examinations which seem to'bring

it closer to the needs and interests of regional conditions. 'He de-

scribes Mode I. as an external examination on syllabuses prOdUced by

the regional board, Mode 2 is an examination based on a school's own

syllabus; Mode 3 is an examination by individual teachers of their

own candidates using their own syllabuses. All of course are with

the supervision and approval of the r(gional boards on which are re-

presentatives of the national Schools Council for the Curriculum and

Exannation.
2

1 Henry G. McIntosh and Daisy M. Penfold, in Lauwerys and Scanlon,

op.cit., pp. 110-119.
2 G.E. Whalley, The Certificate of Secondary Education, Leeds: The

UniversIfy of Leeds, Instil ite of EdUcation, March 1969, pp. 16-19,

41-47.
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The primary examination, which is still required in some parts

of England (the 11+), includes a test of intelligence, a test of pro-

ficiency in English, and a test of ari'Mmetic. Results, which are

combined with the cumulative school record, lead to decisions regard-

ing selection and orientation of students toward various educational

streams.

In the United States, teacher-made examinations as well as

teachers' continuous assessment are found in all states in both pri-

mary and secondary levels. Tn addition, periodic standardized

achievement tests are required at various points in both levels, with

the results'Utilized for student guidance, parent information, and,

occasionally, as indication of teaching effectiveness. There are no

sc.hool-leaving examinations at the end of primary education, nor are

there admissions examinations for the secondary schools, which are

almost all comprehensive.

For admiss ion to universities, examinations'are used (prepared

by the College Entrance EXamination Board, American College Testing

Program, National Merit Scholarship Corporation) in conjunction with

secondary school records to determine admissions:and schularship

awards. More recently, a number of universities have granted admis- .

sion to students with certificates indicating completion of secondary

studies and strong recommendations from'secandary school officials

or community representatived. This is especially true for members

of minority ethnic groups without economic neans.

Admission to primary education in the Soviet Union is purely

by age and no examinations are' required. During the primary period,

continuous assessment by teachers is the rule. End-of-year examina-

tions are to be found in some schoold, but they are optional and are

locally determined. There is no school-leaving examination for the

prinary period, nor are there secondarY school admission examinations.

At the end of the five-year (incomplete) secondary period, an

examination is required in no more than two or three subjects, given
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by the teachers of the school. This examination is in both the writ-

ten and oral forms. Following this secondary period students may

proceed to special vocational schools where admissions examinations

reflecting the schools' particular curriculum are required.

Students who continue in the general secondary school cycle

for t-u more years are required to pass a 'maturity' examination

which results in the award of a certificate of completion. This

examination is also internal, though it may be administered by tea-

chers of the school who have not actually taught the specific students.

The 'maturity' examination covers in its vritten form, language,

literature and mathematics. The other subjects of the curriculum

are evaluated orally.

As can be seen, the uniform school curriculum in the Soviet

Union is a basis for uniform testing, but such tests are constructed,

under supervision, in the respective schools.

Students who complete the secondary technical programme must

complete examinations in both the 'maturity' aspect and in the area

of their school's specialization.

Admission to universities is determined by examinations which

are taken in the faculty of the student's intended university

specialization.

At present, there is continuing discussion as to the need for

students to be subjected to dual examinations at the end of their

full seccndary education: the one in the spring, the 'maturity' ex-

amination and in early fall, the university admission test of the

faculty. The tendency ci such discussion is to eliminate the fcamer-

since secondary school completion can be attested to by school records

and the university admissions examination can continue to serve its

screening purpose.

In Japan, since World War II interest in the development of

tests has continued -to grow. Standardized tests are produced by lo-

cal publishers and, though not required, are used with pupils in the
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elementary and secondary schools. The results are recorded on gtan-

dardized school record forms. Although these tests of subject matter

achievement are used optionally in the schools, they respond to a

strong mOtivational situation for students who wish to continue their

education. We note that the tests are available, with keys and man-

uals, for sale in the open market.

Although Japan has a school system much like that of the

United States (6-4-4), testing is conducted in conjunction with 1screen-

ing for the upper secondary school. The screening is based on the

results of previous scholastic records and achievement tests. Third-

year pupils in the lower secondary school take a prefectural achieve-

ment test which is included in the screening procedure.

Further testing is required for admission to a university,

usually with tests proposed by the individual institution. These are

generally'objective tests and have been cr'...ticized for their tendency

to restridt the patterns of student learning in the preceding edmca-

tional levels.
1

We may summarize as follows:

(a) in most countries continuous assessment is done by

teachers throughout the primary years;

(b) there is a tendency to maintain school-leaving examina-

tions where they now-exist, but to join their scores with

the cumulative recordsE

(c) -the frequency of primary level testing,is diminishing on

a close-of-year basis, though a growing trend is shown

toward standardized achievement testing at specified

points;

(A) the frequency of start-of-secondary tests seems to be

maintaiaed where they have existed. In this aspent,

kessure is being felt to admit students to Aecondary

education on the basis of the completed priwary cycle r,

1

i

E

Reported by: K. Nakayama, in Lauwerys and Scanlon, op.cit., pp. 223-226.

5./t
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(e) testing in the secondary school is generally stable -

internal tests seem to be the rule. Some uses of nation-

ally standardized tests are seen with increasing frequency;

(f) end-of-cycle tests are required at the secondary level.

These serve as certificates or as credentials for further. .

aducation. In many countries, universities require and

provide their own orientation-testing procedures:

(g)- in almost all countriesi, the tendency is to reduce the

frequency of national required tests, except as noted

above in (f);

(h) although end-of-cycle and admissions testing has been

usually written (essay) and oralthe over-all'tendency

is toward objective, short-answer test items, with.a

lessening frequency of oral examinations.

It is clear that the data obtained from evaluation of students'

achievement are used to assign them to an educational track, to retain

them for a year's repetition or to anticipate their leaving the school

system. In a number of countries more attention is paid to.student

vocational'guidance and to Qrientation of parents.

Implications

The-developments- reported-above are associated to a great ex-

tent"With.the Slow"moving, but coninuous trend toward egalitarianism

in the social structure, presumably to. be achieved by egalitarianism

in the schools. Reduction'of:fixed-and required-examinations and in-

creased activities to-proVide educational experiences which will com-

pensate for socio-econamit-and cultural inequalities arefactors in

the expressed desire to reduce focus upon 'elites'. The:giving of

exclusive attention to:the development of highly selected. and well-

nurtured (educationally) 4.!edres is not eliminated in any country, but

is decidedly diminishadand thUs'is. more in keepingwith. the expressed

goals for national systeMs,:
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Inferentially, at least,,evaluation of teaching effectivenesr

is considered as a by-product of student success or. failure in the

evaluation-pxocess, There,is no evidence that generalized curricular

suudies cr reZorms are instituted following study of evaluation data.

In some .countries,.,structural.reforms such as extension.of the com-

pulsory :schooling age or. 1-71troduction of comprehensive lower schools,

are in evidence, related in part to evaluation data,..but even more

to-the-continuing. clamour for school opportunity and_to the rising

qualifications called. for by the, labour, market. These latter changes
,

are occasionally associated:also with revision of over-Tall school

system objectives.

In terms of the purposes of this exploratory study, that is,

to determine the means of evaluation of educational output, we find

the first and foremost attention being given for student achievement

at some point within, or at the end,of, the educational s%7stem.

As to the evaluation of the system itself, this is generally

oblicrie or by,inference. The student is evaluated as a learner.

His achievement as a learner is seen, in some situations, as reflect-

ing his socio-economic or cultural environment, including parental

and.family conditions. In some aspects, educational investments

(inputs) are considered to be related to achievement: school budgets,

teacher qualification, teacher salaries, size of classes, available

and used educational materials, etc. There is ,/ittle or rno widence

of atudies of base-line achievement data and of ensuing achievement

of controlled populations. The value-added concept,is seldom utilized

in system evaluation.

Thus,we find, almost in polarized contcntion,,the preferences

of economics-oriented observers and those of educational-achieveme.

oriented rartisans. The former express their evaluation of educa-

tional system outputs in tc of,manpower production, unit costs,

and ultimately cost-efficiency assumptions. The latter seek to eval-

uate educational outputs from the quality basis of student achievement,
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operatioaal relationships between curricular processes and student

behaviour, and with the contention that system goals should be made

explicit so that their achievement may be determined and quantified

for reliable evaluation.

It would appear that one group concedes the difficulty in

quantifying quality elements and prefers to develop evaluative con-

structs for the already-quantified elements. The other group insists

that determined quantities are not really evaluative of the system or

of its processes, and maintains that there is a verifiable relation-

ship at near-term and at long-term between inputs, processes and

student quality outputs.

We would admit to being partisan in the debate since we feel

that there are few remainiug areas open to consideration once the

techniques of cost-analysis, unit costs and manpower Output are uti-

lized. What remains is the calculation continually of ever-more re-

fined input-output relationships.

It is our view that a more productive area for study resides

in the consideration of system objectives which ought to be explicit

and therefore more controlling in terms of inputs and processes.

Student achievement in cognitive areas is now quantifiable and, with

further :cesearch, may be more reliably correlated with inputs and '

curricula. Well-controlled studies on a longitudinal basis may pro-

vide further interpretations for the evaluation of syscem effective-

ness. We look also to the heuristic potential of continuing research

in assessing non-cognitive achievement goals.

We see, therefore, not a continuing polarization of hostile

views, but an amelioration of differences and a more useful synthesis

based upon continuing resei.relh in the various areas of school

functioning.

In the:In:lowing Section of this report, we'wilI describe

current and developing research to achieve these iilitPods
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Research presently being carried out

in this section of our study we will review the major efforts

currently being made in the evaluation of educational outr-.it. As

will be noted, our emphasis is upon the qualitative aspects of school

systems and those aspects which are related to student achievement of

system objectives. Much of the work reported here is centred arouad

student achievement although there is considerable interest in the

determination of other indicators of system effectiveness.

Since other IIEP studies have dealt with economic indicators,

our discussion will refer to these only slightly if at all.

On the international scale, the major work has been done by

Hus,-in and his colleagues in the International Project for the

Evaluation of Educational Achievement.
1 This tyork was based upon an

earlier feasibility study of over 8,000 thirteen-year-old students

in 12 countries with tests in science, geography, reading comprehen-

siveness and non-verbal intelligence.
2

The Hus'in study (known as the I.E.A.) evaluated mathematics

achievement in 12 countries by developing nationally-standardized

tests as established by committees of specialists in each country.

Two major groups in the secondary schools were sampled;

(a) thirteen-year-olds, being the oldest students still in full-time

secondary education in all 12 systems, and (b) pre-university-grade

students. In addition to the mathematics tests, students responded

to items about their attitudes and their backgrounds. Additional

data were supplied about the individual schools and the national sys-

tem. A total of 133,000 students in 5,450 schools were tested and

questionnaires were received from 13,500 teachers and 5,400 principals.

1 Torsten HusZa, pp.cit.

A.W. Foshay, Educational Achievements of Thirteen-year-olds in

Twelve Countries, Hamburg; Oaesco, Institute of Education, 1962.
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Husjn describes the operations of the secondary mathematics

study and reports that:

... it was possible to study the 'effectiveness' of differ-

ent educational practices in school or class organization in

relation to both cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes. These

outcomes were also related to social, economic and ecological

factors."
1

He points out that the important thing:

" ... in carrying out cross-national evaluatiorn., is to cover

the broadest possible spectrum of objective= L:ontents at

a particular age or grade levelft2,.

Huse.n emphasizes that the study did not seek to make compari-

sons between countries as if in a contest.

In the second phase of the I.E.A, Project ten-year-olds and

fourteen-year-olds will be studied on achievement in science, mother

tongue, civics, and a foreign language, in 19 countries. In addition

to seeking to relate multiple variables ti school achievement, this

phase will attempt to evaluate system retention as a form of%relative

productivity.

While Tyler notes the potential of cross-national evaluation,

he agrees that the:

"most critical theoretical problem is the definition of com-

parability in terms of objectives, content, and target popu-

lations ... "
3

In an interview with Busgn, we asked about the interest of

I.E.A. in studies of a longitudinal nature which would test the same

sample of students at least a second time. The results might provide

1

2

3

T. Busgn, "International Impact of Evaluation", in Ralph W. Tyler,

(editor), op.cit., pp. 340-341.

Ibid., p. 343.

Ralph W. Tyler, op.cit., p. 397.

9
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further meaningful information about system effectiveness. The reply

was that this proposal was not at Present-in the plans of I.E.A.

While such tross-national studies may not be forthcoming in the near

future, we look to the development of longitudinal testing within

the individual countries.

On the national scale, numerous countries were not reported

in the literature as conducting studies, nor was there material

available to indicate that studies of output evaluation are of cur-

rent interest or pre-occupation. In several countries, officials

who were sent letters of inquiry about system evaluation, student

achievement testing, or curriculum evaluation, failed to respond.

Therefote, the absence of particular countries in the following re-

view indicates our own inability to obtain information of consequence

to this study.

For England and Wales, a major research centre is the

National Foundation for Educational Research. While many of the re-

search projects of the NFER are concerned in some way with the evalua-

tion of educational effectiveness, the greatest emphasis is now placed

upon the collaboration with for the coming phase of testing

in England. Thus, the OFER is involved in preparation of. tests and

in the necessary planning folf data collection in both the primary

and secondary stages of this project.

Studies in England of pupil progress as related to motivation,

expectation and home factors were reported by Pidgeon.
1

Additional

interest is shown in the effects of separating pupils for placement

in the modern schools and in the grammar schools. Considered as

having effects upon achievement.are such curricular and structural

elements as grade placement versus age grouping and streaming, age

of beginning school, teacher training, and differing social conditions.
2

1 Douglas A. Pidgeon, Expectation and Pupil Performance, Stockholm:

Almqvist and Wiksell, 1970.
2

Ibid., pp. 82-85.

6.1
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As reported by Wall
1 the ITER has in the past conducted re-

search studies on curriculum evaluation. Projects of the Nuffield

Foundation have been studied as have earlier curricular programmes

in reading and mathematics. The ITER for many years has provided

test services for diagnosis of educational difficulties, day-to-day

evaluation of pupils' work, and for educational guidance.

The Examinations and Tests Research Unit of the FIFER studies

the established standards and practices of C.S.E. examining boards

to ensure comparability. This Unit is also undertakin; research on

secondary school pupils' activities after having taken the C.S.E.

Research reported in Wales
2 notes a critical analysis of pre-

vious research on the effects upon academic attainment of co-educa-

tion. This study was especially concerned with mathematico and

English. Other studies were of bilingualism (Welsh-English) and

educational achievement, a problem which is relevant to both developed

and developing countries.

Among studies reported which reflect sociological aspects,

are several which conclude that:

"the general improvement in academic achievement in relation

to ability in the post-war period has not been evenly dis-

tributed. The improvement has been greater in the upper and

middle classes and the reduction in the differential rate of

achievement between the social ciesses has been small. This

suggests that there is a continuing and ... even accelerating

inadequacy in the British system of education in relation to

1 W.D. Wall, "The Work of the National Foundation for Educational

Research in England and Wales", in R.J. Butcher (editor), Educational

Research in Britain, London: University of London Press, 1968.

2 Schools Council, Welsh Committee, Educational Research in Wales,

H.M.S.O., 1968.
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its generally accepted selective function and that it is not

an efficient agent for the sorting out of available ability

in all classes.
-1

The Scottish Council for Research in Education has undertaken

surveys of scholastic achievement and has participated in international

comparative studies of pupil achievement.
2

In his summary of curriculum evaluation research in Britain,

Williams refers to important research strategies:

(a) the taking into account of the special outcomes expected

of each curriculum as well as the over-all common out-

comes and the need to formulate such expectations clearly;

(b) the use of testing instruments that have implications

for the pupil's performance later in his career,

(c) the focus on short-term studies on the components of the

curriculum rather than to atlYmpt to treat the curricu-

lur, as a whole in evaluation:

(d) evaluation of curricula should take place on a recurrent

basis so as to determine patterns of effects:

(e) the distribution of testing should make it possible to

assess a variety of aspects of curriculum effectiveness

by representative and equivalent pupil 6amples.
3

1 J.L. Williams, "Sociology and education in contemporary ilales",

in Schools Council, op.cit., pp. 42-43. In this report, Williams

refers to the contributions of English researchers in sociology

and education.

D.A. Walker, "The Work of the Scottish Council for Research in

Education", in H.J. Butcher (editor), op.cit., pp. 33-44.

3 John Williams, "The Curriculum: Some Patterns of Development

and Designs for Evaluation", in H.J. Butcher (editor), op.cit.,

pp. 207-208.
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In general, the above discussion is a relatively clear picture

of the research on system evaluation now prevalent aa Britain. Examina-

tions are monitored for standardization, individual subject curricula

are studied as to student achievement and with some follow-up studies,

and international comparative studies continue.

However, the problems continue to be given serious cons-Aera-

tion as witnessed by the following:

"There is a need for a look at the whole mmm system. The

Schools Council has just set up a committee to look into the

whole curriculum and a similar committee is needed on exams.

Then the questions might be raised about where we need predic-

tive tests, and where we need attainment tests, ... and what

other forms of assessment need to be built in (teachers' re-

ports, course work, and so on).

"Now is a good time. The Council's curriculum projects are

a stimulus to look at new forms of evaluation.7 1

It may be the task of the educational sociologist (or his

reward) to engage in the more challenging considerations and research

which were noted by Williams (supra).

With regard to research on evaluation in France, we have noted

already (supra) that reforms are being undertaken in various aspects

of the educational systeu, but the examination system remains rela-

tively unchanged. There ;s, however, a growing tendency to rely upon

teacher judgment for the evaluation of student achievement.

Research on marking ptocedures, therefore is being undertaken

as reported by F. Bacher in the World Yearbook of Education.
2

She

notes the need to study methods for improving objectivity of teacher

evaluations by marks. She concludes that the aims of pupils° educa-

tion must first be defined, and only then can an attempt be made:

1

2

Anne Corbett, "The Story of Q and F", Nes- Society, 2 July 1970,

pp. 16-18.

op.cit., pp. 95-100.
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"to apply techniques designed to show whether they have or

have not been attained. This is a field of research which

has been little explored as yet.'
1

Interviews with M. Reuchlin (Director of the Institut nationale

d'gtude du travail et d'oricntation professionnelle) and with

J. Drevillon at the University of Caen indicated that research activi-

ties in France are directed at improved and expanded efforts in stu-

dent orientation and guidance This is considered even more critical

than before in view of increased enrolments in secondary education,

the growing involvement and interest of students and parents in de-

cisions about their continued schooling, and the greater reliance

upon student dossiers for such guidance.

French researchers, including M. Reuchlin, are also partici-

pating in the I.E.A. studies reported earlier.

An instance of the growing concern for further research is

the statement of J. Majault:

... thought precedes action. Particularly as regards edu-

cation.

"Educational research is relevant to the contnnts of instruc-

tion, to methodology, and to the means of carrying it out.

That -is to say that all the problems are to 1-e considered:

/including / studies of the reaction of students to differ-
__

ent procedures followed in the various subjects and to the

results achieved."
2

While the above does not describe on-going or planned research,

it is a call for the undertaking of research and the exposure of

numerous problems to careful and objective study.

1

2

p. 100.

J. Majault, La revolution de l'enseignement, Paris: Robert Laffort,

1967, pp. 181-184.
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Bourdieu and Passeron
1 make a strong case against the utiliza-

tion of successive tests to continually eliminate members of lower

social classes. Thus testing is used to verify and support prejudg-

ments of teachers and examiners. The authors see testing and certi-

fication as a means of 'legitimizing' existing culture and the

established order.

However, their sociological outlook is that class distinctions

separate the 'inheritors' from the 'disinherited' and that the edu-

cational system serves to maintain this separation.
2 They make no

specific proposals for research although the picture is a pessimistic

one.

Our studies lead us to conclude that educational evaluation

in France continues to focus upon numbers, output of certificate

holders, baccalaureats, and other graduates. It remains yet for

critical evaluation of system aims, as suggested by Mlle. Bacher, to

become a springboard for research in the qualitative evaluation of

system outputs.

As we reported in the previous section, the Federal Republic

of Germany demonstrates a tendency to relinquish reliance upon ex-

cessive testing. Much confidence is given to teachers' marks and

notations in pupil dossiers. With the autonomous eeucational con-

trol in die Laender, curriculum development, evaluation of student

achievement, and attempts to determine system effectiveness are to

be found in variously-located research centres.

1 Pierre Bourdieu et Jean Claude Passeron, La reproduction: Elements

pour une thgorie du systeme d'enseignement, Paris: Les Editions

de Minuit, 1970, pp. 194-206.

2 Ibid., p. 253.
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In the Berlin Institute for Educational Research (of the

Max-Planck Institute), researchers have been investigating the de--

terminauts of school achievement in three school subjects in grade 7

(gymnasium): German, English and mathematics. Difficulties arise

in the attempts to establiSh comparability of teaching procedures

and evaluative Criteria in the different sthools.
1

Reports of additiOnal studies of achievement are made by the

Berlin PaedagOgisches Zentrum, relating to objective procedures for

admisSionato higher education, comparisons of student achievements

in the secondary Hauptschule and Realschule, and learning assessment

in the foreign languages.
2

At Frankfurt the UniVersity Institute Tor SoCial Studies is

working on the effectiveness of politiCal studieS (Civics) in ele-

mentary, intermediate and vocational schools.

Also in Frankfurt, it-the German Institute for'International

Educational ResearCh, reSearchers'ire participating in the

Project, developing studies of school test construCtion,.and -seeking

to establish indicators of curriculum effectiveness.

It would appear that research it the German FederalRepublic

is moving along the lines-Of achievement study in the ptimaryand

secondary schools. We find little-evidende that such studies are

producing indicators of-sysieM-effectiveness in the Laender-Other

than the acceptance of the teacher as a Major obServer of-Such'

Edelstein, Sang, Stegelmann, "Unterrichtsstoffe und ihre Verwen-

dung in der 7 Klasse der Gymnasien in der BRD", Studien und

Berichte 12, Berlin: Institut fuer BiIdungsforschung, 1963.

2 This and the following research were reported in B. Neubert

(editor), Bestandserhebung von Projekten der Paedagogischen

Forschung in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland fuer den Zeitraum,

1967/68-1969. This publication was produced under the sponsor-

ship of the Volkswagen Foundation.
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effectivenes in t
cam,. , Ahre.4' thIL the i.rowinr

tenCercv frward t-urrcu1u- cudy and evaluatioT: result in 7.-r-rc

ha&ly focusek; effort% 0 output evaluaticn.

Japanes. activitie, .. in researc:1 vr evaluation ,entre around

the work of the EJucational Test F%esearc'!1 Institute. vhich was es-

tablished in 1943 in co-oper4.tion with the Ainistry of Education.

The Institute is involved il test '7:1nstruction activities

(aptitude tests, achievement tests, callepe admissions tests), in

the gathering of data about evaluation procedures, and in establish-

ing student guidance services. The ETRI is seen as similar to the

Educational Testing Service in the United States.

V:ith considerable student and teacher opposition the ETRI

tests for university admission are not beinr adopted, though zesearch

efforts continue in the over-all areas of tv:e Institute's aims.'

In the highly centralized sc.lool system of Sweden, researchers

are developing a number of studies which may have interesting promise

in the study of educational outputs.

The 9wedish collaboration with the I.E.A. Project continues,

with Professor Torsten Rusin as chairman of the national committee.

A project which will involve student follow-up through the

secondary and vocational schools is that oi henrysson, dealing with

the forecast of progress in secondary school studies.
2

This research will attempt to relate teachers' marks of indi-

vidual pupils with objective tests of achievement and intelligence

tests. Along with marks and tests, data were obtained by questionnaire

2

K. Nakayama, in Lauwerys and Scanlon, op.cit., pp. 226-232.

S. Benrysson, "Forecasts of Progress in Secondary Scnool Studies",

in School Research Newsletter, March 1970, National Board of

Lducation, Stockholm.
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about the students' social background, atiitudes, aspirations and

interestn. The researr.byrs bope to by able to determine bow fore-

casts of student success Lan be improved.

Recent studies reported by Dahlloof indicate rclationships

between student groupings, procss variables and standardized achieve-

ment teat results.
1 Dahlloef and his collecejles determined that posi-

tively selected classes in secondary school matheratics learned more

efficiently (in shorter time) than did unselected class groups.

Achievement may be enhanced by a grouping proceso and outputs in a

specific subject may be objectively so evaluated.

He takes an interesting vieu in his comme.nts:

" ... most educational research has concentrated on achieve-

ment level in rather general functions as the dependent

variable without much concern for the educational 2rocess that

has been producing these results and which at least as re-

gards studies on the macro-level may be regarded as an al-

most neglected intervening variable."
2

This view indicates the need for closer attention to curricu-

lum experiences as they relate to objectives and as they may influ-

ence achievement both in terms of achievement and use of time. The

latter is a major consideration which is seen as. receiving too. little

concern in systems which stress comprehensive schooling..

1 Urban S. Dahlloef, Ability Groupin3, Content Validity and

Curziculum Process Analysis. Project Compass 13, Goeteborg:

Institute of Education, University of Goeteborg, June 1569, --

pp. 14-20, 49-50.
2

Dahlloef, p. 60.
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In a later report
I

, .Jahlloef attempted to determine effective-

ness indicators ('positive frame conditions') of mLlthemaLics learning

in a sample of secondary students in Coeteborg.

Use was made of class observations (for interaction analysis),

achievement tests, and questionnaires for students and teachers. As

of the date of the report, all data were received and will be analysed

so as to note the relationships which may be operative.

Although education in the United States is politically and

financially decentralized, in recent years there have been trends

toward common goals, similar curricula, almost universal methodolo-

gies for instruction, and nationally standardized achievement testing.

In view of the considerable mobility of teachers and of stu-

dents, the 50 'independent' State systems and the several thousand

relatively 'autonomous' school clistricts have become more alike than

different. Their problems have become similar as well.

Calls have been heard across the land for improved achievement

and for the pr%:.vicion of compensatory educational services where

social and economic factors .17.-0 detrimental to student progress.

Nearly-uniform curricula have not produced nearly-uniform acceptable

achievement. Pockets of non-achievement seem to be found in close

conjunction with pockets of poverty. As a partial response to this

situation, federal funds were contributed to States and school dis-

tricts so that new programmes could be developed. Although various

special allocations were made, we are primarily concerned with

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (1965):

'Financial Assistance to Local Education Agencies for the Education

of Children of Low-Income Families'.

1 Urban S. Dahlloef and Ulf P. Lundgren, ilacro and Micro approaches

combined for curriculum process analysis: A Swedish educational

field project. Project Compass 23, Goeteborg: Institute of

Education, University of Goeteborg, April 1970.
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Title I ot ,-he Act defined 'low-income', established guide-

lines and provided grant6 to local districts through the existing

State departments. In the guidelines were explicit requirements

that each project funded under Title I was to be evaluated every year,

and that the plan for evaluation was to be included in the design of

the project.

As examples of some of the projects undertaken in cake city

(New York), we list the following:
1

After-school study centres: remedial instruction proviaed

from 3-5 p.m. in 52 elementary schools (grades 3-6) and 47

junior high schools (grades 7-9).

Open enrolment: transportation was provided for pupils who

preferred to attend schools outside their home districts;

additional services 'followed' the child to receiving school:-..

Lmproved services: additional teachers, counsellors, expanded

services and increased materials were provided in 207 elemen-

tary and 24 junior high schools.

Transition achools: additional services were provided to

improve the holding power of schools in communities in the

process of social and er:onomic tran3ition enrichment

materials, special classes, additional teachers, etc., Were

provided.

More effective schools: limited class size, additional

teachers, special,materials were provided.

This listing is necessarily curtailed; there were many more

projects. .In 1965/66, New York City's Title I expenditure'UnCluding

summer 1966) was $49,706,207. Nationally, Title I alloCations in

this period were $1,177,410,630.

1 Barbara R. aeller, A History and Description of .ESEA Title I in

New York City, 1965-1968. New York: Center for Urban Education,

June 1968, pp. 1-50.
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Since evaluations were required, evaluation research played a

large part in the stud) and reviera of Title I projects. The limita-

tions of this study do not permit further amplification. Yet, a few

comments about the specific situation in %/doh this writer partici-

pate6. are in order.

In liew York City evaluation research was conducted by the

Center for Urban Education, for the most part. The Center is a

'Regional Education Laboratory', also funded under the Act (Title rv),

and designated to undertake research in broad areas for its p.eographic

region.

The goals of the Title I i:rojects were generally the following:

(a) to improve the school achievement of children.

(b) to improve the attitudes of students toward schooling,

(c) to maintain community stability and sustain ethnic inte-

gration when possible,

(d) to satisfy parents and other community representations

with regard to educational services.

Since evaluation of the projects was to be conducted and con-

cluded each year, and since it was intended that feedback from

evaluation would result in revision of the projects themselves,

there were pressures of time upon researchers as well as the demand

that research results provide for useful feedback. While the time

element was usually met, there is no way to determine the effective-

ness of the research as a mechanism for improved project planning.

The time factor was in itself an impediment to such results.

For the evaluation of most projects, evaluation teams (or

individuals - this writer was involved in both aspects) attempted

to do the following:

(a) to establish the prior level of operation of the schools

and their target population. This often consisted of

determining achievement status, attendance, student and

family mobility, attitudes, and expectations. It was
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not possible to undertake all such procedures, though

baseline data were sought and established in terms of the

spe-2ific project,

(b) to establish control groups where this was feasible. The

element of time pressure mitigated against this procedure

in most cases, though often the median city-wide popula-

tion or the population which established test norms could

be utilized for comparison with target groups,

(c) achievement tests, observations by trained observers,

attitude tests, interviews, and other data-gathering

measures were utilized to determine outcomes following

operation of the project process variables.. Thus, inter-

mediate and post-test procedures were utiliZed over a

short-term longitudinal study to the extent that the tar-

get population remained stable and available. It was

assumed, of coUrse, that certain projects could be eval-

uated not by tests, but by ihe indication of whether

families remained in the community or sought to 'emigrate'

to more promising school situations. Other projects were

consilered as not appropriately subjected to evaluation

over a one-year period. In fact, continuing projects

were evaluated each year, usually by similar means, to

determine whether outcomes -,7ere more promising over the

long-term;

(d) as noted above, changes in behaviour could indicate the'

effectiveness of projects if all other variables remained

relatively constant. Thus, the post-test differences

were assumed to indicate project effectiveness. Bhat was

found (or sought) was evidence of educational value added

in terms of achievement, of improved student attendance

at school, of statements of satisfaction by school clients,

and of maintained stability in the community 'mix'.
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Mile New York City researchers performed their tasks as de-

scribed above, over the country similar activities were under way.

We have not found available to us a summary of the over-all Title I

evaluations, or an evaluation of the evaluations themselves. Title 1

projects are still in operation, though perhaps with reduced funds,

and evaluation research continues tc be undertaken.

Federal funding provided an incentive to a variety of under-

takings in educational evaluation. Another such was the establish-

ment at the University of California, Los Angeles, of the Center for

the Study of Evaluation of Instructional Programs (CSEIP). The

Center was:

"devoted to studying and imnroving the evaluation of instruc-

tional programs, ... to (clarify) the process of evaluating

instructional programs by formulating appropriate theory, to

identify, measure and study variables relevant to evaluation,

... and to develop and field test systems for evaluating edu-

cational programs and institutions."1

Major activities of the Center (now called Center for the Study

of Evaluation - CSE) have included publication of the newsletter,

Evaluation Comment, the holding of a symposium on 'Theory of Evaluation

of Instruction' (December 1968), the development and field testing of

preliminary work on an 'Elementary School Evaluation System', and the

establishment of an exchange for the collection of instructional ob-

jectives. The latter activity is part of a Center project for re-

search on objective-based evaluation.

Since the CSE is 'n an interesting development stage and is

moving toward theory elaboration and field operations, we may antici-

pate progress in this area of research.

1 From "Statement of Intent", Evaluation Comment, CSEIP, Los Angeles:

UCLA, January 1968, Vol. I, No. 1.

'7 4
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An attempt to develop a programme of educational evaluation

on a large scale in the United States is the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP). This project has been support.ed by

foundation and U.S. Office of Education grants since 1964. Its basic

purposes are to

"provide information that can be used to improve the educa-

tional process, to improve education at any and all levels

where knowledge will be useful about what students know, what

skills they have developed, or what their attitudes are.
"1

Plans include the testing of four different age groups., 9, 13,

17, 26-35 in 10 subject areas: art, career and occupational develop-

ment, citizenship, literature, mathematics, music, reading, sciences,

social studies, and writing.

For each testing area, the objectives were to meet the follow-

ing criteria:

"(1) The objectives must be the satisfactory goals for each

subject area as sectn by subject matte specialists.

(2) The objectives must be ones which currently are accepted

as goals of American education by most schools.

(3) The objectives must ba ones which are acceptable to

thoughtful lay adults as reasonable goals of American

education."
2

The 'exercises' (rather than test items) were expected to be

appropriate to the .assessment of objectives, were to be samples of

important skills, knowledge, or attitudes, and were to test the abili-

ties of the greatest number, the average number and the most able

assessees .

Frank B. Womer, What is National Assessment? Ann Arbor, Michigan:

Education Commission of the States, 1970, p. 1.

2 rbid., p. 5.
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The goal of the programme is:

'to be able to report, to summarize, in as meaningful a

fashion as possible, the behaviour exhibited by groups of

representative individuals."
3

It is not a comparing procedure for individuals or groups.

Reporting categories are to be as follows.

(a) Age groups

(i) 9-year-olds;

(ii) 13-year-olds,

(iii) 17-year-olds;

(iv) adults between 26 and 35 years of age.

(b) Geilgraphic regions of the U.S.

(i) northeast:

(ii) southeast,

(iii) central;

(iv) west.

(c) Size and type of community

(i) large cities (above 200,000 population)

(ii) urban fringes (cities adjacent to the large cities):

(iii) middle-size cities (25,000 to 200,000),

(iv) small town-rural areas (below 25,000).

(d) Sex

(e) S.E.S. 'socio-educational status'

"The intent is to be able to report results separately

for assessees from disadvantaged homes.
2

(f) Colour (black and non-black).

1 Ibid., p. 35.
2 Ibid., p. 40. This category was somewhat more clearly described.

as 'educational level of the:parents of those assessed' in NAEP.

(newsletter), Vol. III, No. 3, September-October 1970, p. 5.
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Platerial from the publications repw!tins on CAEP reiterate the

information-seeking purpose of the project. It is not a model of

standardized testing.

"Appropriate standards of achievement should be and must be

determined by persons knowledgeable about the abilities that

youngsters of a given age bring to the learning process. A

very important ingredient in determining such standards is a

knowledge of the levels of achievement at which students are

functioning. But present levels of achievement are not neces-
-1

sarily appropriate standards themselves.-

The plan for NAEP is for a series of cycles through 1981 to

test reading, mathematics and science every three years and all other

subject areas every six years.

"The ultimate goal" "is the measurement of change (progress in

knowledges,*skills, understandings, and attitudes as they re-

late to meaningful educational objectives.
2

Various criticisms and misgivings have been expressed with

regard to this national assessment, particularly from groups of

teachers and other school personnel. These were concerned about the

possibility of invidious comparisons which might be made, or of moves

toward such comparisons. There were fears that national assessment

would bring about more rigid curricular requizements as to contents,

methods,iand uses of materials.

When-the Exploratory,Committee on Assessing the Progress of

Education (ECAPE) was'founced in 1964, its.membership,did not include

representatives of such groups as: the American Association of

School Administrators, the Chief State School Officers, the National

Association of Secondary School Principals, the Department of

1 Frank B. Womer, op.cit., p. 45.

2 rbid., p. 46.
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Elementary School Principals, the National Education Association, the

American Federation of Teachers, the National Congress of Parents and

Teachers, the National Association of Ste Boards of Education, and. .

the National School Boards Association. In July 19689 when the pro-

ject became CAPE, representatives of these groups were included.

Since then less concern has been voiced about the negative effects

of the project upon schools, curricula, and school personnel.

Although the project documents repeat that its dace will help

to answer questions about educational effectiveness, we.must wait

for more explicit information as to how its sampling, testing, and

measurement of growth in attainment will be related to such effective-

ness.

Other recent work on evaluation of outcomes is being done by

the RAND Corporation of Santa Monica, California. Studies include

the analYsis of programme

education
1
, an evaluation

education programme
2

, the

evaluation
3

, the stu0 of

effectiveness in elementary and secondary

design for a 'school district1.s compendatory

specification of objectives,for system

relationdhi0 Of school'inputs'to,schoolH:,.

performance , study of experimental design and evaluation of educa-

tional innoliations.5

ContiAa1 14ork on assessment of educational achievement is

undertaken by ihe'EaUcational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey.

This organization not only produces standardized test materials, but

conducts'an annual Conference on Testing Problems whose proceedings

are important explorations Of' current'and developing topics in the

field.

1 Report of Rand Corporation: P-4035, February- 1969.

2 op.cit-, RM-5903-S.J.S., May 1969.
3 op cit., P-4099, May 1969.
4 op.cit., P-4211, October 1969.
5 2Etsit., P-4360, April 1970.
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Other individuals and teams have been active in developing

research designs and proposals for evaluating educational outcomes.

ke note the continuing work of Bloom, Guba and Stufflebeam, Tyler,

Stake, Popham, and others. Among the most useful of recent campila-

tions describing American (and other) activities is the recent issue

of the Review of Educational Research
1 of April 1970, dedicated to

the topic, 'Educational Evaluation'.

We would be remiss if we did not refer also to the pioneer

work of Flanagan and his associates in Project TALENT
2
and of

James S. Coleman who, with his colleagues, investigated the quality

of educational achievement as related to opportunity.
3

It has been our purpose, in the foregoing paragraphs to de-

scribe the extensive interest and activity of American researchers

in educational evaluation. We have gone into some detail as regards

several projects and rted the general outlines of others. This

does not signify ye.? -judgment, 4ut rather the interest of this

researcher in current work which appears to be widely applicable .(or

having such potential) and more readily fw:used on the broadest

possible populations.

In the following paragraphs we review briefly the indications

of evaluation activity and research in a number of other, countries

and organizations.

1

2

3

Published by the American Educational rtesearch Association,

Washington, D.C. Also important is the December 1969 issue of

RER on "Methodology of Educational 7.tesearch".

John C. Flanagan et al., The American High School Student,

Pittsburgh! ,Project TALENT Office, University of Pittsburgh,

1964, Final Report.

Equality of Educational Opportunity, Washington: Government

Printing Office, 1966.
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A recent document from Cuba
1 reports that teachers in the

primary grades (first, second and third) are responsible for deter-

mining attainment of educational goals by quizzes and continuous

judgment. In the second primary cycle (grades four through six),

some differentiation is indicated as between 'periodic tests' and

quizzes fcr diagnostic purposes.

The following statement indicates some research development;

" ... The changes made in the evaluation of this (second) cycle

have not yet reached a satisfactory stage of organization and,

therefore, this situation continues to be the object.of studies

and analyses with the aim of changing quantity into quality,

not only in regard to points given, but also in that the eval-

uation control the development of skills and abilities which

are much more important in the.elementary school cycles than

the information contents."2

In Peru, a recently-established Centre for Educational Research

(1967) has made some progress. Organi7gd with the aid of a univer-

sity of Pittsburgh team and US AID, the Centre's main task is to

undertake research studies of problems in the qualitative aspects of
-

school development.

Major studies of the Centre include projects on the improve-

ment of operational efficiency, a follow-up study of secondary tech-

nical school graduates, the problems of drop-outs in barriadas, and

regional variations in child growth, school performance, and over-aIl

development. Further research projects using data from on-going

studies will deal with testing, achievement, and evaluation.3

1

2

3

The Educational Movement: Cuba, 1969/1970, Conference an Public

Instruction, Geneva, July 1970.

Ibid., p. 43.

R.G. Paulston, "Peru: Developing An'Educational 'Research .6.11:AL

Evaluation Centre", International Newsletter, PrincetOn,,ReW Jersey:

Educational Testing Service, January 1969.
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In a publication of the Ceylon Ministry of Education
1
, J. Alles

discusses the need for evaluation and assessment. He urges that it

be process-oriented rather than centred on individual achievement.

We are not aware of research on evaluation of educational out-

comes in the USSR. Assessment procedures have been described (supra)

and the criteria for assessment of pupil progress are delivered by

the ministries of education of the various republics.

School evaluation (though not research) is described in the

Ukraine as being conducted by teams of Ministry of Education obser-

vers. Studies were undertaken in sample schools by sitting in.

classes, verifying curriculum conformity, and conducting tests in

language and mathematics to validate teachers' marks.
2

A report from Korea indicates that research studies are being

undertaken on such topics as: ."the entrance examination system (1967),

the uses of technology to iliprove educational effectiveness:, and a

"national assessment of scholastic achievements for the qualitative

improvement of education in elementary and middle schools", (both

1970).
3

An interesting development is reported in a document on the ,

promotion of educational research in Asia.
4 In an extended discussion,

1

2

3

4

J. Alles, Notes on structural and functional aspects of an educa-

tional system relevant to educational administration, Colombo,

Ceylon: Ministry of Education, 19C7, p. 14.

K. Kovalevskii, "The Ministry Verifies, Studies, and Recommends",

reported and translated in Soviet Education, September 1969,

Vol. IX, No. 11, pp. 26-29.

Hyun Ki Paik, Introduction to Central Education Research Institute,

Seoul, Korea, 1970, pp. 5-7.

WORKSHOP REPORT, Unesco Regional Programme for Promoting Educa-

tional ResearCh in Asia, National Institute for Educational

Research of Japan 1968, pp. 16-19.
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the question of curriculum evaluation is reviewed as necessary to

educational development in the Asian'region. This evaluation aspect

is linked to objectives, content, time, teaching materials and metho-

dologies. It is also proposed to assess pupil growth in relation to

curricular objectives.

Recommended procedures include tests of achievement, observa-

tions, interviews, anecdotal records, rating scales, self-inventories

and projection techniques. The potential of both external and inter-

nal evaluation is discussed.

Interesting discussions about research needs in Norway are

presented by FrSyland
1 of the National Council of Innovation in

Education and Dalin in a paper for tbe OECD.
2

In a recent OECD conference, prepared materials on 'Differences

in School Achievement .and Occupational Opportunities'3 reviewed the

factors involved in student success or failure in school.

The studies included data from several European countries who

participated in I.E.A. testing. The evidence of the data was that

children from deprived backgrounds were more likely to drop out of

school; social differences are cumulative through the university

level, but begin to have effect at the primary, level; and genetic

factors are less important than home environment. There was agree-

ment that more research is needed as to the relative importance Of

school factors for pupil achievement.

Boudon writes in an OECD discussion paper4 on longitudinal

studies regarding the complementary nature of such studies with

1 "Row to Change? Curriculum Development for the Eighties and

Onward", duplicated, Oslo £970.

2 Per Dalin, The Proce-6 of Innovation in Education, duplicated,

Paris, OECD, 196S.

Background St-ady No. 10, Conference on Policies for Educational

Growth, Paris: OECD, May 1970, pp. 1-22.

Educational Growth and Educational Opportunity, Paris: OECD,

September 1970.

3

4
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cross-sectional studies (I.E.A.), and that both must be linked in

further research on educational achievement. He stresses that pre-

school and school variables cannot be overlooked in an analysis of

post-school mobility.

Indications of developing research

In this section of our report, we wish to give special empha-

sis to a number of research developments which seem to offer excep-

tional promise. None are, to our knowledge, in operational stages

although they may include elements which have been applied in field

research.

Henphill has proposed that evaluation studies be undertaken

within a framework of decision-making.
1

"An evaluation study becomes a process of acquiring further

information ... that can be used by the decision-maker as a

conditional modifier of his present information. His proba-

bility estimates of the consequences of his contemplated

decisions can be changed ... as a direct result of expected

outcomes of an evaluation study. The outcomes also have ...
u2

an estimable probability .

Decisions may then be made as to the evaluation itself, and finally,

as to instituting new or modified programmes.

Hemphill stresses the need for more effective evaluations so

that decisions which may be costly can be taken or not under reliable

circumstances.3

1

2

3

John K. Hemphill, "The Relationships Between Research and Evaluation

Studies", in Ralph W. Tyler, op.cit., pp. 189-220.

p. 219.

A mneWhat generalized discussion along similar lines is offered

in. Lee J. Cronbach and Patrick Suppes (editors); Reearch for

Tomorrow's Schools: Disciplined Inquiry for Education, Toronto:

MacMillan Co., 1969, pp. 170-200.
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A discussion by Thome
sl on benefit and cost implications for

educational system outputs incorporates suggestions for improved

school system analysis and evaluation. Analysis of data on inputs

and output relations by operations research techniques can lead to

same conclusions about

The Conclusions

for Educational Growth

school system productivity.

of the June 1970 OECD Conference on Policies

include as guidelines for policy:.

"Goals for educational growth and change in the 1970's should

be made more explicit, and where

would measure the performance of

in relation to educational goals

of education to the wider social

should be established."
2

possible indicators which

the educational system, both

as such and the contribution

and economic objectives,

Reporting on a project on the Elaboration of a System of

Human Resources Indicators
3

, Solomon notes that the meeting of ex-

perts proposed a list of "indicators of educational flow and effi-

ciency of the educational system".

These indicators are purely quantitative, referring to enrol-

ments, completions of levels and degrees, pupil/teacher ratios,

teachdr qualifications and infant (9 months to 26 months) protein

:ntake.

1

2

3

J. Alan Thomas, "Cost-benefit Analysis and the Evaluation of

Educational Systems" in Proceedings of the 1968 Invitational

Conference on Testing Problems, Princeton; Educational Testing_

Service, 1969, pp. 89-99.

Conclusions, Paris: OECD, June 1970, p. 2.

Notes reported by E.S. Solomon in Annex C of the Report of the

First MeetingLof the Panel of Experts on Methodology of Human

Resource& IndiLators,,Unesco, Paris, 15-20 December,, 1969.
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Other indicators are concerned with employment of out-of-school

youth (age 15-24), stock of high-level manpower, educational attain-

ment of the labour force, labour force utilization, health-nutrition

status, labour force modernization (literacy, birth rate, etc.), and

magnitude of educational effort in monetary terms.

While we consider these 'indicators' as limited and presently

unrelated to determination of educational quality, we believe that

there is justification for increased collaboration between product-

oriented and process-oriented researchers. We note this particularly

in regard to the need to relate educational system 'efficiency' and

monetary effort to the problems of curriculum development and realis-

tic output evaluation.
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In the light of this exploratory report, and the reviewing of

broad areas which seem to be most appropriate for continued research

on evaluation of educational system outputs, we would make the follow-

ing suggestions:

(1) A case study of several educational systems in order to:

(a) determine the setting of system goals, their defini-

tion, relevance, and interpretation as process ele-

ments in curricula;

(b) study the development of curricular activities,

methods, uses of materials, and administrative

arrangements which indicate the implementation of

explicit system goals,

(c) follow the sequence from goal-setting to curricular

processes to evaluation of outcomes in terms of goal

criteria;

(d) analyse evaluation instruments and technicmes to

determine their use in measurement of school-

determined outcomes;

(e) study system evaluation procedures te relate,how

latmledge of output quality affects reforms of curri-

culum, administration, and teaching practices; ,

(0 provide educational planners with quality data which

will enter significantly into plan proposals.

The study proposed above would be a systematic globaL

approach to the problems of educational growth andsto the,

kinds of decisions which economists and educators will be

required to propose in their collaboration in planning.

Coming from this research would be more useful suality

indicators of system effectiveness which could be related

to social, economic and political indicators now being

empirically studied.
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(2) A case study of the ways in which such frequently-mentioned

aims as 'character development', 'emotional growth' and
,

'rounded personalify' are being implemented in schnol syi-

tem processes and-evaluated as explicit output. SuCh a

study would be related also to the problems of non-Cogii-

(3)

tive educational skills (which we have discussed) and to

the increased reliance upon continuous teacheit . judgment

to determine progreso.

A case study of the ways.,in which evaluation of educa-
.,-

tional value added is undertaken within school systems.

A major aspect of this research would be to study how ex-

ternal, non-school variables may be held constant and how

compensatory education decisions are Made.

In each of the above proposals we would hope to study the

effects of economically-oriented decisions upon evaluative criteria

and procedures. It seems reasonable to note that budgeting decisions
-r' '

and their implementation on a national level require the undertaking

of concomitant evaluation decisions and implementation. Thus far,

we have noted few examples which recognize this set of circumstances.
. , t

Finally, it is our belief that case studies of the nature

proposed could be feasible in countries for which IIEP already has

data and economic case study experience. However, we would prefer
"rJ-

tO limit output evaluation studies to countrie where the primary

education enrolment has already reached at least 50 per cent of the

age cohort.

'.7;st .:

. .
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